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Dear scientists, entrepreneurs, politicians and other interested readers,
It is my greatest pleasure to introduce the new issue of international peer-reviewed journal, which tackles issues
related to sustainable development. Rapid globalization and worldwide instantaneous communication made
possible through intense application of Information technology have already rendered our planet highly
interconnected and yet smaller. Alas, on the other hand, competition amongst firms has globally become fierce
while consumerism has been followed as a prevailing norm around the world. At the same time, increasing
consumerism in modern world results in environmental degradation, which if not dealt with due care and diligence
can have catastrophic consequences for our precious plant in all its diverse forms of life. Nevertheless, it is strongly
argued that entrepreneurship is the driving force for economic growth around the world and that countries that
foster entrepreneurship are clear winners in terms of rapidly developing their nations while alleviating poverty
amongst their citizens. However, it is imperative that firms and entrepreneurs engage in economic activities that
are sustainable and strategic. For firms and entrepreneurs to achieve sustainable growth and prosperity, they need
to follow three basic principles and they are: (1) planet; (2) people; and (3) profit.
Caring for our planet and responsible custodianship of its resources must be the highest priority for all world
citizens and firms as well as governments, since we all need a clean and green environment in order to maintain a
healthy life for ourselves and our future generations to come! On the contrary, let’s remember that our planet does
not need humanity for its ongoing self-sustenance in all its glorious and edifying manifestations of life forms. As
a concluding remark, firms and entrepreneurs need to discharge systematically their economic activities with
highest ethical standard in order to ensure commitment and motivation from their stakeholders including their
employees, and consequently, economic growth pursued by firms and entrepreneurs alike evidently generates
profits, which need to be invested in real projects that produce goods and service for the greater good of society
which are sustainable.
Best regards,

Professor Dr. John SAEE,
Ph.D., M.Com., B.A. (Beh.Sc.), AFFAIM, Membre de CNRS, SRSMS
President of Association of Global Management Studies (USA)
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Abstract. Progress of small and medium business is influenced by many environmental factors and conditions, perceived as
entrepreneurship ecosystem. A major element of this ecosystem is public sector, more specifically, the services provided by public sector.
In the context of growing environmental demands and expectations in respect of public sector, it becomes necessary to justify the activities
of institutions in the light of creating the preconditions for implementing the priorities of country’s development. For this purpose,
application of the functions review method in public sector has been internationally recognised as appropriate. While public institutions
carry out reviews of functions, they face with methodological level problems which aren’t still resolved in essence. A major issue is the
methodological approach to functions review. A methodological basis of such review provided in special literature is insufficient. Our
research allowed to supplement the methodological basis of functions review with well-founded approaches and to systemise
methodological provisions for functions review. This article contains both the original recommendations on how to assess factors which
determine selection of the methodological approaches for functions review and the regularities of links between such factors and
methodological approaches which are recommended in setting an integrated combination of the methodological approaches for particular
situation of public institutions.
Keywords: entrepreneurship, institutions, activities, functions (al) review, strategic planning, methodological basis, sustainable
development
Reference to this paper should be made as follows: Tunčikienė, Ž.; Drejeris, R. 2015. Entrepreneurship ecosystem: methodological
approaches to functions’ review of public sector institutions, Entrepreneurship and Sustainability Issues 2(3): 118–132.
DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.9770/jesi.2014.2.3(1)
JEL Classifications: H83

1. Introduction
The role of public sector, as an element of entrepreneuship ecosystem, which creats increasingly better conditions
for business development and facilitates sustainable development of any country, has been highlighted in a number
of research articles (Bileišis 2014; Greblikaitė, Puškoriūtė 2014; Samoška 2011, 2013; Korsakienė,
Tvaronavičienė 2014; Giriūnienė 2013; Šimelytė, Antanavičienė 2013; De Alencar, Almeida 2013; Išoraitė
2013; Wahl, Prause 2013; Tvaronavičienė 2014; Prause, Hunke 2014; Caurkubule, Rubanovskis 2014; GarškaitėMilvydienė 2014; Šabasevičienė, Grybaitė 2014; Raudeliūnienė et al. 2014; Antanavičienė 2014; Vasiliūnaitė
2014; Mačiulis, Tvaronavičienė 2013; Tvaronavičienė et al. 2014; Scaringelli 2014; Vosylius et al. 2013). In
Lithuania, progress of small and medium enterprises (SMEs) is impeded by many environmental factors and
conditions. A major one, however, is the public sector which regulates business (Greblikaitė, Puškoriūtė 2014).
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Therefore, there is an active search of the measures to improve public sector performance (Bivainis, Tunčikienė
2011; Nakrošis, Černiūtė 2010; Nakrošis, Martinaitis 2009; Bučinskas et al. 2013). It is suggested that problems
in the area of activity of institutions can be solved with using business practice tested management tools, such as
strategic planning, programme based budgeting, marketing, models of quality management, forms of network
management, etc. In the context of growing environmental demands and expectations in respect of public sector,
it becomes necessary to justify activities of institutions in the light of creating preconditions for implementation
of country’s development priorities. For this purpose, application of the functions review method in public sector
has been internationally recognised as appropriate (Integrity review …2013; Public Sector Modernisation...2004).
In Lithuania, the regulation of the functional review has been in place for several years.
However, recognising the role of functions’ review, or even legitimating it, is only one of the preconditions for its
implementation. Effective application of this tool requires preparatory work, involving a difficult phase of
designing models for functional review and their further development into methods. It is not at all easy due to still
unresolved issues relating to the methodological basis (Afonso et al. 2010; Borge et al. 2008; Dudina, Sprindzuks
2006; Functional reviews and ... 2008; Gromov 2007; Lukashenko 2009; Manning, Parison 2004; Maslenikova
2002; Medvedev 2002; Petrov 2002a, b; Reed 2010; Resolution No. 968 … 2011, 2013; Samarucha 2008).
Undoubtedly, reasonable answer to these questions would allow to apply functional review as a tool of effective
management, or more precisely, strategic planning in public sector.
The situation where, on the one hand, there is a high need for practice and, one the other hand, there is a lack of
methodological approaches, determined the objectives of our research – to identify the place of functions review
in strategic planning of institution, to investigate the existing methodological basis of the functions review and
preconditions for the supplementation thereof, to draw up recommendations for selecting a methodological
approach to the analysis of functions, and to justify the appropriateness of integrated methodology use of functions
review. The research employed the systematic analysis method which enabled carrying out a logic abstractionbased synthesis of approaches, assessments and interpretations used by various authors and organisations with
regard to the functions review.
2. The place of functions review in strategic planning of public institution
An arsenal of measures for improving institutional performance management is permanently supplemented (if not
in essence, then at least in form) along with constantly changing conditions in public sector environment. Public
organisations are prone to novelties, but their implementation is usually scarce, episodic and lacking radicalism
(Raipa, Jurkšienė 2013). For instance, the New Programme for the Improvement of Public Administration 2012 –
2020 (Resolution No. 171 ... 2012) provides for insufficiently radical changes in the administration of public
sector, which implementation is based on the established administration practice of ensuring the organisation and
supervision of activities mainly through the implementation of the management indicators and, at the same time,
of the provisions attributable to the New Public Management (NPM) with specification of the existing
administrative regulation (Bileišis 2012).
There is an undeniable need for designing new type organisations of high technological level in the public sector
that are capable of quick adaptation (Bučinskas et al. 2012; Raipa, Jurkštienė 2013). For this purpose, both theorists
and practitioners recognise strategic planning as a tool for the sustainable development of the activities of
institutions (Bivainis, Tunčikienė 2009, 2011; Raipa, Jurkšienė 2013; Resolution No. 827...2012; Skačkauskienė
et al. 2013). Today this tool is targeted on broader consumer value orientations, competitive opportunities,
possibilities for a complex conception of the improved management of public institutions’ activities (MelianGonzalez et al. 2010). Taking institutional strategic planning as a flexible performance management tool rather
than a normative one (the latter concept of strategic planning was particularly followed in the earlier versions of
strategic planning methodology (Resolution No. 480 ... 2011), the current version of the methodology is viewed
more positively in this respect (Resolution No. 827…2012)), it is appropriate to look for coherence and
complementarity of different instruments for improving the management of institutions’ activities. Functions
review is one of the measures found rational to coherently supplement institutional strategic planning
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instrumentation (Tunčikienė et al. 2013). In case of such integration, review of functions becomes an evidencebased and result-oriented management tool (Report of the activity of the State... 2012).
The current version of the methodology for strategic planning of public institutions (Resolution No. 827…2012)
promotes (although not directly in every sense) application of functions review for dealing with solitary tasks of
strategic planning. According to the methodology, the preparation of an action plan project of an appropriations
manager starts with an environmental analysis and review of programmes in progress. It is rational to use the
results of such analysis in later stages of drafting the strategic actions plan of institutions, i.e. for adjustment of the
mission, forecasting strategic changes, setting strategic objectives and preparing programmes for their
implementation. In addition, the current Strategic Planning Methodology stipulates that the need to apply
mentioned functions review and other NPM tools (e.g. programme evaluation, zero-based budgeting approaches)
in order to reach different agreements of interests and influences on planned decisions and their results, as well as
on the limits of appropriations, should be considered on the level of the Office of the Prime Minister rather than
on institutional level.
In order to increase coherence among individual measures of managing the sustainable development of activities
and concurrently justify the appropriateness of supplementing strategic planning instruments with functions
review, it is first of all rational to set out in detail the link between strategic planning and functions review. Special
literature (Manning, Parison 2004; Recommendations for the application ... 2011) analyses the link between
functions review and budgeting processes, and, at the same time, evaluation of budget programmes. Given the
rationally composed set of strategic planning objectives (Bivainis, Tunčikienė 2009, 2011; Resolution No. 827 …
2012; Tunčikienė, Skačkauskienė 2012), the analysis of the link between functions review and evaluation of
budget programmes enables establishing the place of functions review and its role in the institutional strategic
planning.
A functions review can have either a direct or indirect link with the budget programme evaluation
(Recommendations for the application...2011):


The use of functions review results in making decisions on the allocation of appropriations to institutions
can be regarded as a direct link. Subject to the findings of functions review, reduction of management
costs can be differentiated in respect of the role of an institution and its particular functions.



The institution’s decision to conduct a functions review resulting from decreasing budget appropriations
and thus to look for performance effectiveness enhancement reserves can be regarded as an indirect link.
Functions review results for institution provide a basis for appropriations required for future or present
programmes of institution.

According to experts from the World Bank (Manning, Parison 2004), results of functions review are linked with
the budget cycle and strategic planning process. The diagram of integrating the functions reviews into the cycle of
budgeting and, at the same time, strategic planning is presented in Figure 1.
The functions review allows obtaining a full information picture which is necessary for assessing changes
(quantitative and qualitative) in institution’s activities resulting from the implementation of the strategic actions
plan within a defined time period: information on the activities carried out by the institution, information on
financial allocations for certain activities, information on the achievement of activity results. In addition,
information of such a kind is useful in the context of identification of reserves for further promotion of targeted
institutional developments and for making decisions as to the future funding required for the performance of
activities geared towards the planned perspective. Moreover, the purpose of the functions review is to create
preconditions for justifying the validity of next year appropriations sought by institutions (Dudina, Sprindzuks
2006; Functional reviews and...2008; Gromov 2007; Lukashenko 2009; Maslenikova 2002; Medvedev 2002;
Petrov 2002a,b; Reed 2010; Samarucha 2008; The report on investigating...2010). Hence, the functional review
enables addressing the fundamental strategic planning tasks of public institutions (to create preconditions for
efficient allocation and rational use of budget funds, etc. (Bivainis, Tunčikienė 2009; Butkevičius, Bivainis 2009;
Report of the activity of the State...2012) with a view to implementing strategic goals of institutions and priorities
of the Government.
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Fig. 1. Integration of functional review into the cycle of budgeting/strategic planning
Source: composed by the authors in accordance with Manning, Parison (2004); Recommendations for the application ... (2011)

The linkage between functions reviews and strategic planning derives from the assumption of the appropriateness
of applying management tools in general: both institutional activity management tools in fact contribute to the
rationalisation of budget expenditure. The goal of strategic planning in an institution is to create preconditions for
increasing the efficiency of future-oriented activities of the institution, whereas the objective of strategic planning
encompasses possibilities for coherence of institution’s activities with its environment. The functions review is
oriented towards creation of conditions for preparing and making the decisions that determine qualitative changes
in public sector activities, basing them on the analyses results of the expedience of the institutions’ activities as
well as rationality and efficiency of their management. The object of functions review is the functions performed
by institutions (their units) in the area of implementing national social and economic development priorities and,
at the same time, satisfying public needs and expectations in the global market (Drejeris et al. 2013; Tunčikienė
et al. 2013). In different phases of the institutional strategic planning cycle it may become necessary to conduct a
functions review by analysing the institution’s performance potential to implement a programme (whether
continued or new) in an efficient manner and to pursue the goals set. According to the purpose is suggested to
adapt the methodological potential for evaluating the effectiveness of the activity in public institutions (Afonso et
al. 2010; Arend, Levesque 2010; Borge et al. 2008; Lonti, Woods 2007; Modell 2009; Pedraja-Chaparro et al.
2005).
Table 1 shows the peculiarities of integrating the functions review into the institution’s strategic planning cycle
by specifying the purpose of the functions review and conditions of its application in different phases of the
planning cycle. Where specifically appropriate, the functions review may supplement the evaluation of planning
decisions in every phase.
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Table 1. Peculiarities of integrating the functions review into the institution’s strategic planning cycle
Cycle phases
Design and adoption of strategic
action plan

Implementation of strategic
action plan

Monitoring of strategic action plan
implementation

PURPOSE

Functions review supplements the
ex-ante evaluation of a strategic
background, target orientation,
strategic decisions and their
implementation action programme.

Functions review supplements the
mid-term evaluation of a strategic
action pan (target orientation,
strategic decisions and their
implementation action
programme).

Functions review supplements the
final evaluation of a strategic action
pan (target orientation, strategic
decisions and their implementation
action programme).

NEED

There is a need to revise the target
orientation, adopt strategic
decisions on the implementation of
the revised target orientation and
their implementation action
programme in terms of function
content and process.

Monitoring results show
deviations from the set goals and
their implementation targets.
There is a need to analyse the
causes of deviations in terms of
function content and process

Monitoring results raise a
fundamental question of activity
organisation - whether better results
could have been achieved with the
same resources and competences?

Tool integration
conditions

Source: composed by the authors in accordance with Recommendations for the application ... 2011.

3. Methodological basis of functions reviews
Methodological preconditions are relevant with a view to coherence of functions review and strategic planning, as
well as the synergic effect of application thereof. According to Manning and Parison (2004), etc. (Petrov 2002a,
b), the methodological basis of functions reviews consists of procedures performed and methods applied in the
process. The principal chart of functions review is presented in Figure 2.

Fig. 2. Methodological basis of functional review
Source: modified by the authors in accordance with Manning, Parison (2004); Recommendations for the application... (2011);
Tunčikienė, Korsakienė (2014)
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The principal function review scheme (see Fig. 2) enables the analysis of a function against its background which
comprises the results of the analysis and evaluation of function environment and resources, long-term national
development goals and basic principles of public reform, as well as basic guidelines for functions review content.
The functions review based on searching for answers to the given questions, drawing up of the list of rationallycomposed functions, classification of functions by the defined characteristics represent the set of tasks of functions
review with recommendations for the function as the ultimate outcome.
4. Preconditions for supplementing the methodological basis of functions review
In order to fundamentally incorporate the functions review tool into strategic planning of public institutions and
to achieve the synergetic effect that promotes targeted development of institutional performance, it is logical to
answer such questions as: whether the methodological basis of functions review is consistent with the strategic
planning methodology; what options are possible in methodological approaches to functions review, in the light
of traditional strategic planning methodologies; what methodological approaches to functions review are
appropriate to be used as a basis for the functions review in institutions? Coherence (undeniable) of functions
review and strategic planning methodologies can be based on:



The link between the goal of functions review and strategic planning and the implementation tasks
for achieving the goal. This link provides sufficient basis to consider the functions review an integral
part of individual components of strategic planning;



The principles of functions review and strategic planning. A summary of the principles for functions
review and strategic planning found in special literature leads to a distinction to be drawn between
two main groups of such principles representing the insights of symptoms of development barriers
and opportunities, apprehension and solution of development-related problems, choice of activity
development trends and the significance of their implementation (Bivainis, Tunčikienė 2009; Raipa
et al. 2011; Tunčikienė et al. 2013).

Given the purpose of functions review in planning longer-term activity of institutions, it is rational to follow a
read-across principle by characterising methodological approaches to functions review according to the
systematised specifics of strategic planning methodologies in the context of public institutions (Bivanis,
Tunčikienė 2009). Following a prescriptive methodological approach, functions review is based on the principles
of comprehensive theory of preparing and making decisions which recognises sufficient foresight of the future,
systematic complexity, necessary certainty, large formalisation opportunities, and multi-sided adaptation of
decisions to a structure and other possibilities, as well as consistency of steps. The emergent approach is helpful
in seeking such functions review results that would enable preparation, adoption and implementation of decisions
that increase possibilities for greater coherence between institutions and their environmental demands. In case of
an emergent methodological approach, preparation of a functions review model is considered as a less strict
process of the backdrop of functions review, the functional review itself and drawing up and implementing the
recommendations based on its conclusions. This approach also employs formalised rules and procedures, but they
are not organised into one, strictly consistent, whole of steps. Such functions review is uninterruptible, with its
individual iterations being determined by negotiations and knowledge results. Intent is the dominant aspect in the
functional review process, with the key focus being placed on how to develop institutional resources for using the
existing potential. The key methodological principles of functions reviews can be specified in more detail
following the same logic which is applied to characterise the methodological aspects for implementing the strategic
planning principles at the phases of designing a strategic background, setting target orientation, and preparation,
adoption and implementation of strategic decisions (Bivainis, Tunčikienė 2009).
Taking into consideration the impact of environmental factors on institution's activities, as well as given the
resources and competences of institutions, the formed totality of the specific features of institution’s adaptation to
the changing environmental conditions and requirements constitutes a common factor determining the choice of
methodological approaches to functions review.
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5. Technique of selecting methodological approaches to functions review in institutions
It is proposed to analyse the environmental characteristics of public institutions using the created solid
methodological potential for environment analysis (Vasiliauskas 2007) or, more specifically, a method of
environmental turbulence analysis modified by the authors. The essence of the method is to identify the level of
environmental turbulence by the assessment the environment according to the qualitative criteria. The method is
applied to assess the following aspects determining the nature of changes in the institutional environment:
complexity, novelty, pace and predictability of environmental changes. The outcome of using the method is the
estimate (a particular score expressed in points) of the institutional environment level of turbulence – ETLtotal (for
better objectivity it is proposed to use two estimation techniques for setting weights of the main environmental
factors) which requires the following interim results (see Table 2 and Table 3):
● Assessment of the components of the institutional environment (political, economic, social and
technological environment) separately by each criteria characterising environmental turbulence
(complexity – K1, novelty – K2, pace of changes – K3, predictability – K4) and by the integrated criterion
(turbulence – TLi);
● Assessment of the general institutional environment by each criteria characterising environmental
turbulence (PESTVi);
Table 2. Components of turbulence of the institutional environment and its elements (in formalised expression)
Criteria
Components of the environment
Political environment (P)
Economic environment (E)
Social environment (S)
Technological environment (T)
PESTVi

Complexity
(K1)
PV1
EV1
SV1
TV1
PESTV1

Novelty (K2)
PV2
EV2
SV2
TV2
PESTV2

Pace of
changes (K3)
PV3
EV3
SV3
TV3
PESTV3

Predictability (K4)
PV4
EV4
SV4
TV4
PESTV4

TLi
TLP
TLE
TLS
TLT
ETLtotal

Source: composed by the authors

● Significance of the components scores (political, economic, social, technological) of the institutional

environment (qi) and normalised significance (Qi) (see Table 3).
Table 3. Significance of the components of the institutional environment (in formalised expression)
Significance
Components of the environment
Political environment (P)
Economic environment (E)
Social environment (S)
Technological environment (T)

Significance (scored)
(qi)
qp
qe
qs
qt

Significance (normalised)
(Qi)
QP
QE
QS
QT

Source: composed by the authors

Experts are offered to analyse the characteristics of the institutional environment using a rationally composed
questionnaire with answers variants and particular scores (expressed in points) attached to each answer (see Table
4). If it is difficult to produce unambiguous estimates of environmental characteristics, it is reasonable to use score
intervals, i.e., to identify the minimum and maximum (min and max) values of the factors determining
environmental turbulence.
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Table 4. Questionnaire for the scoring of each component of the institutional environment (P-E-S-T)
Criteria

K1 – complexity of
the institutional
environment

Question
What is the territory of changes having a direct impact on the activities of the
institution?
□
Town/city, district (1 point).
□
Region (2 points).
□
Country (3 points).
□
EU (4 points).
Complexity scoring for the political environment of the institution (PV1)

Notes
In case of diverse
environmental complexity
(impossible to strictly
(unambiguously) define), it is
reasonable to use score
intervals by setting the
minimum and maximum
values of the factors
determining environmental
turbulence.

Complexity scoring for the economic environment of the institution (EV1)
Complexity scoring for the social environment of the institution (SV1)
Complexity scoring for the technological environment of the institution (TV1)
What is the nature of the environmental situations of the institution?
□
Stable situation (1 point).
□
Standard new situation/no unexpected situations (2 points).
□
Likelihood of new situations/new situations can be predicted based on the
analysis of past trends (3 points).
□
Unexpected/new situations can be only fragmentary predicted (4 points).
K2 – novelty of the
institutional
environment

Novelty scoring for the political environment of the institution (PV2)

In case of diverse novelty of
the environment (impossible
to strictly (unambiguously)
define), it is reasonable to use
score intervals by setting the
minimum and maximum
values of the factors
determining environmental
turbulence.

Novelty scoring for the economic environment of the institution (EV2)
Novelty scoring for the social environment of the institution (SV2)

K3 – pace of
changes in the
institutional
environment

Novelty scoring for the technological environment of the institution (TV2)
What is the potential to respond to environmental changes? What is the strain
posed by environmental changes?
□
Very great potential, no strain (1 point).
□
Great potential, low strain (2 points).
□
Medium potential, medium strain (3 points).
□
Limited potential, high strain (4 points).
□
Very low potential, very high strain (5 points).
Pace of changes in the political environment of the institution (PV3)

In case of diverse pace of
changes in the environment
(impossible to strictly
(unambiguously) define), it is
reasonable to use score
intervals by setting the
minimum and maximum
values of the factors
determining environmental
turbulence.

Pace of changes in the economic environment of the institution (EV3)
Pace of changes in the social environment of the institution (SV3)

K4 – predictability
of the institutional
environment

Pace of changes in the technological environment of the institution (TV3)
What is the level of predictability/foresight potential for future situations?
□
Very great potential, simple methods of environmental forecasting and
available information would suffice (1 point).
□
great potential, standard methods of environmental forecasting and available
information would suffice (2 points).
□
Medium potential, it would be necessary to apply more sophisticated
environmental forecasting methods and dispose of more extensive information (3
points).
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In case of diverse
predictability of the
environment (impossible to
strictly (unambiguously)
define), it is reasonable to use
score intervals by setting the
minimum and maximum
values of the factors

□
Limited potential, it would be necessary to apply sophisticated
environmental forecasting methods and dispose of comprehensive information (4
points).
□
Very low potential, it would be necessary to apply highly sophisticated
environmental forecasting methods and dispose of comprehensive information (5
points).

determining environmental
turbulence.

Predictability scoring for the political environment of the institution (PV4)
Predictability scoring for the economic environment of the institution (EV4)
Predictability scoring for the social environment of the institution (SV4)
Predictability scoring for the technological environment of the institution (TV4)
Source: composed by the authors

Turbulence evaluation (TLi) for the components of the institutional environment (political, economic, social and
technological – P-E-S-T) using the integrated criterion (assessment of turbulence at the level of single
environmental component):

TLP  0,25 * PV1  0,25 * PV2  0,25 * PV3  0,25 * PV4 ,

(1)

TLE  0,25 * EV1  0,25 * EV2  0,25 * EV3  0,25 * EV4

(2)

TLS  0,25 * SV1  0,25 * SV2  0,25 * SV3  0,25 * SV4 ,

(3)

TLT  0,25 * TV1  0,25 * TV2  0,25 * TV3  0,25 * TV4 .

(4)

Evaluation (PESTVi) of each factor (complexity, novelty, pace of changes, predictability) that determines
turbulence of the overall institution’s environment (PEST):

PESTV1 

PV1  EV1  SV1  TV1
,
4

(5)

PESTV2 

PV2  EV2  SV2  TV2
,
4

(6)

PESTV3 

PV3  EV3  SV3  TV3
,
4

(7)

PESTV4 

PV4  EV4  SV4  TV4
.
4

(8)

Assessment of the individual characteristics of the overall environment is based on the mean estimate of the
environmental components in respect to a specific characteristic.
Evaluation of the turbulence level of the overall institution’s environment (ETLtotal) where the weights are equal
(technique 1):

ETLtotal  0,25 * PESTV1  0,25 * PESTV2  0,25 * PESTV3  0,25 * PESTV4 .

(9)

In the second case, we suggest measuring the significance of the institution’s environmental components and
estimating turbulence of the overall environment taking into account estimation results for turbulence of individual
environmental components and their weights. It is further proposed to calculate the level of significance (Qi) of
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the institution’s environmental component (P-E-S-T) on the basis of the relevance of its influence when addressing
the issue of improving country’s economic competitiveness, taking into account the influence of each
environmental component:
□

Very low influence (1 point).

□

Low influence (2 points).

□

Average influence (3 points).

□

High influence (4 points).

□

Very high influence (5 points).

It is rational to convert significance qi, i1,...,4 expressed in points into significance Qi on condition,  Qi  1 ,

i  1,..., 4 :

qi
 Qi , i  1,..., 4  .
q
i

(10)

Calculation of the overall turbulence level (ETLtotal) of the institutional environment, taking into account the
significance of the environmental components (Qi):

ETLtotal  QP * TLP  QE * TLE  QS * TLS  QT * TLT
or

ETLtotal   Qi * TLi ; i  1,..., 4 .
(11)
The results of the level of turbulence of the institutional environmental provide a basis for selecting a
methodological approach which is rational for conducting the functional review (see Fig. 3).

Institutional
environment

Dominance of the prescriptive approach

Mixed approach

with no domination

Dominance of the emergent approach

Dynamics of the environment 

Fig. 3. Matrix of methodological approaches to functional review and their determinants
Source: composed by the authors
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Predictability of the environment

Diversity of the environment

Novelty of environmental situations 

Institutional
environment

6. Expedience of applying the integrated methodology to functions review
Constructing a model of functions review for a public institution based on the principle of an integrated
methodological approach means that recommendations for the each function are developed and implemented on
the basis of either a prescriptive or emergent methodological approach which is then supplemented with the
elements of the other methodology. Elements of different methodological approaches can be combined in different
proportions (see Fig. 3). The appropriateness and effectiveness of such methodological principle depends on the
following characteristics of the institution’s environmental turbulence:
● Diversity of the institutional environment: activities of institutions are influenced by various (political,
economic, social, technological, etc.) factors and different groups of interests (users, government, other
institutions, etc.). Solutions of the political, economic, social, technological problems and complications
based on the results of evaluating the suggestions for the institutional functions, and together satisfaction
of the stakeholders' expectations and needs represent an important condition for the necessity of
institution’s activity and, concurrently, for adapting the institution to environmental changes.
● Diversity and complexity of problems in the institutional environment and complications thereof.
Complexity of the political, economic, social and technological environment determines the limits of
impact of the proposals for the functions implementation.
● Insufficiently investigated environment of institutions. National institutions apply the principles of the
NPV in terms of form rather than content. (Programme budget is every year higher than in the previous
year. Next year’s appropriations for programme implementation are linked to the expenditure sustained
last year and the year before rather than to the achievement of results (Performance Management in
Lithuania … 2007). However, application of modern methods and advanced information technologies
allow institutions to predict new situations in the environment. In this context, it is also useful to apply a
read-across method – analysis of social-economic development of other countries, comparison of national
development and development patterns in foreign countries, adoption of “experience”. Certainly, results
obtained through application of such methods should be assessed and evaluated with reservations.
● Diversity in the pace of changes in the institutional environment. Institutions may respond to changes in
an adequate pace, with delay or even precede the changes. Changes in the institution’s environment
usually pose strain which is also determined by the status of country’s public sector activities in the
context of EU countries.
High diversity of the institutional environment is a category which is more allied to the prescriptive methodological
approach. Another environmental category – dynamics – is more appropriate for the emergent methodology, with
distinction between relevant fragments of the diverse environment, direction of resources to tackling priority
problems and complications in the environment. In addition, seeking to promptly adopt and implement solutions
to environmental problems and complications in respect of the institution’s functions is indicative of the
appropriateness of the emergent methodology. Complexity of the institutional environment determines the
appropriateness to apply a combination of the prescriptive and emergent methodology. The application of
combined approaches in particular creates preconditions for identifying the boundaries of political, legal,
economic, social and technological problems of the environment, as well as of the impacts of their solution.
Insufficient level of investigation of the public sector environment is an unfavourable factor for both
methodological approaches, and probably can be best dealt with when applying the integrated approach. The
prescriptive approach is appropriate for the assessment of possibilities for resource consistency and for using the
results of such assessment to justify reserves for promoting the essential changes in institutional activities, whereas
the emergent methodology is appropriate for assessing opportunities for the development of institutional resources.
The pace of environmental changes which determination is preconditioned by setting strategic objectives and
priorities of country’s development, understanding of the principles of public reforms and, hence, assessment of
problems and complications in the environment, as well as identification of the potential to adequately respond, in
terms of the content and process of functions review, to the changing environmental conditions and new
environmental demands require a combination of the prescriptive and emergent methodological approaches.
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The functional review requires updating of the organisational structure of public institutions, development of an
advanced leadership style, coherence of institution’s philosophy, culture and policy with emerging reforms in the
management system. These are human-factor issues that can be better analysed using the emergent methodology
approach. It is namely this methodological approach that creates preconditions for ensuring a better coherence of
various actors determining the performance of institutions.
Conclusions
Generally, the following main functions of a state can be distinguished: addressing economic issues, social issues
and other functions. The role of the public sector in creating increasingly better conditions for business
development in a country has been highlighted. Within the context of the on-going processes (liberalisation of
markets, competition that exceeds the boundaries of the farthest countries, social and economic differentiation of
the world, change of information technologies, etc.) more active reforms are characteristic of public sector as well
as new requirements keep being imposed on the institutions in this sector. Sustainable development and efficiency
of public sector remain priority of governments. Hence, governments are concerned with assessment, plan and
measure of functions performed by public sector institutions.
While carrying out functions reviews, public institutions face methodological level problems. A major issue is the
selection of a methodological approach to functions review. Methodological approaches to the functions review
provided in special literature are insufficiently intelligible. Our research allowed to specify the existing
methodological basis of the functions review in more detail and to systematise the basic characteristics of
methodological approaches to the functions review. Following the prescriptive methodological approach, the
functions review is based on the principles of multi-sided decision-making theory. The emergent methodology
approach, on the contrary, represents poorer foresight of the future, fragmentary complexity, weaker certainty,
more limited formalisation, two-sided adaptation of decisions to a structure, and other possibilities, as well as
unstable sequence of steps. These characteristics shall be considered as preconditions for preparing, adopting and
implementing decisions that, in the first case, increase possibilities for greater coherence between institutions and
their environment demands and, in the second case, are oriented towards development of institutional potential to
use the existing potential and prevention of environmental threats.
The article contains recommendations on how to assess the factors determining the selection of methodological
approaches to the functional review, identifies the consistent patterns of links between such factors and
methodological approaches, and provides recommendations on the application in setting an integrated combination
of methodological approaches for a particular situation of public institutions. Implementation of provided
suggestions would contribute building more efficient entrepreneurship ecosystem, what would ultimately
contribute to sustainable development of country.
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1. Introduction
Innovation is the key driving factor for economic growth and social wealth; but nowadays, innovation is
increasingly complex, fast, inter-active and relies on connecting external and internal knowledge bases (Pavitt
1984; Chesbrough 2003; Asheim and Gertler 2005; Malerba 2005; Figurska 2014). So firms acquire knowledge
from a variety of sources and actors at various spatial scales (Smith 2000; Tödtling et al. 2006; Figurska 2014),
combining it with internal knowledge and competences through different transfer channels (Gilsing et al. 2011,
Tvaronavičienė 2014). In open and user-driven innovation approaches the customer takes over the role of an active
co-designer in the creation of value. The data provided by users in virtual communities in form of comments,
feedbacks, recommendations on the web are touching various intellectual property issues, and their unauthorized
use eventually infringes protected rights.
Cooper and Kaplan (1999) considered life-cycle costs of products according to their phases and differentiated
between committed costs and costs incidence. In a more recent paper Specht et al. (2002) were able to give a more
detailed view of committed and realized success dimensions of products during their life cycle. The considered
success dimension were costs, quality, time lines, flexibility and differentiation and the phases of life-cycle
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consisted of product development, procurement, production, sales and distribution, usage and MRO, and finally
return. Both scholars see the highest part of the committed costs in the product and process planning and design
phase with up to 80%. Improvements and innovation in product and process development phase significantly
contribute to company success and profit.
Traditionally, innovation management and product development were driven by internal company forces, but in
recent times more and more companies are using open innovation approaches to improve their products. In a
survey comprising 2840 large companies in the USA and Europe Chesbrough and Brunswicker (2013) conducted
a large sample survey about open innovation in large firms with an annual sale exceeding US$ 250 million. The
survey revealed that 78% of the large firms are practicing open innovation – and this more intensively than three
years ago. Customer co-creation, informal networking, and university grants were the three leading practices in
2011 whereas crowdsourcing and open innovation intermediary services enjoyed the lowest rates of importance.
The typical large firm in the survey spent in 2011 US$ 2 million on open innovation which is equivalent to 20
company employees doing the same work.
There always has been also a focus on consumers as valuable knowledge sources since future buyers could best
judge what would lead to commercial success and what not (Jaworski and Kohli 1993). Hence, more and more
firms engaged in customer involvement for new product ideas which would easily be implemented and highly
appreciated by customers (Kristensson et al. 2004). Originally, user innovators were defined as those individuals
who develop new products and services based on their own perceived needs without the assistance and
involvement of producers (von Hippel, 1988). In his recent research, von Hippel introduces some measures to
quantify the importance of users in the innovation process and suggests that billions of dollars are spent annually
by users to improve products and make them better suited to their needs (von Hippel et al. 2011; 2012). With
respect to scale, von Hippel’s surveys found that millions of users collectively spend billions of dollars every year
on developing and modifying consumer products.
Since valuable consumer-related knowledge is widely dispersed, recent solutions for the integration of large
numbers of consumers into the innovation process are mainly based on information technology (Web 2.0). These
online communities contribute to company’s profit, and related topics like the protection of intellectual property
rights (IPRs) and the participation of user innovators in additionally generated company profits have recently been
a major issue in the field of employee’s inventions and non-affiliated private innovation contributions of any kind.
Most the abundant product-related data provided by users in virtual communities, appearing in form of comments,
feedbacks or recommendations, are basically freely accessible on the web, although the “authors” of these
innovations generally have various protected intellectual property rights. Unfortunately these IPR issues are often
not taken into account by companies making use of the respective data, causing an eventual infringement of IP
rights.
2. Literature review
Since innovation becomes more and more complex, fast, interactive, companies acquire knowledge from a variety
of different sources and actors, and combining these with internal, external and localized knowledge and expertise
is crucial for competitiveness, as innovation processes in the interplay between local and complementary global
knowledge (Porter 2000; Chesbrough 2003; Gertler and Levitte 2005; Boschma and Ter Wal 2007). Despite the
multitude of insights into technology transfer, remarkably little is known about how transfer processes are shaped
by the underlying industry and its technical regimes (Breschi et al. 2000; Marsili 2001; Gilsing et al. 2011). Young
and Tilley (2006: 402) as well as Cohen and Winn (2007: 35) are stressing the efficiency and effectiveness in an
inter-generational economic consideration for the future to characterize sustainable entrepreneurship, i.e.
sustainable entrepreneurship is in line with entrepreneurs heading for profit and improving environmental
sustainability and social conditions so that the long-term economic and business consequences of new venture
opportunities become the central issue. Unfortunately the current discussions and concepts about sustainable
entrepreneurship are oriented on larger companies than on the SME sector so that Gerlach (2003) proposes three
strategies to implement sustainable entrepreneurship concepts based on sufficiency, efficiency and consistency.
User-driven innovation in form of online communities can be considered, by following Bartl (2008), as an open
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innovation approach, which underscores the way of going beyond the corporate boundaries, i.e. an active strategic
deployment of environmental clout or external factors of influence to increase its own innovation potential. Crucial
determinants of such concepts are the shift from an industrial society to a network-based knowledge and
communication society.
Additionally, open innovation encompasses such manifestations as to be open for the knowledge of the other,
generation of the knowledge as a joint action as well as the share of the knowledge with the other. Besides, an
important role for the phenomenon of open innovations plays the customer. In the course of innovation
management, a new role model of the customer was generated when developing new products or offering new
services, opening a new field of management (Gibbert et al. 2002). In this sense, open innovation emerges also
when the customer is involved into the process of generation. Therefore, it is vital to adapt to customer’s needs
and requirements as well as wishes in the customer goods markets. Furthermore, it is essential to integrate the
customer into the entrepreneurship innovation-related activities as a new external knowledge and ideas source
(Bartl 2008: 3-4). Zhao (2005) confirmed that entrepreneurship and innovation are positively related to each other
and interact to help an organization to flourish, i.e. entrepreneurship and innovation are complementary, and a
combination of the two is vital to organizational success and sustainability. He also pointed out that the
organizational culture and the management style are crucial factors affecting the development of entrepreneurial
and innovation behavior in organizations. Comparing user-driven innovation with other innovation models, the
private-collective innovation model (Gächter et al. 2010) has been analyzed and juxtaposed against the private
investment model. Taking a legal perspective on user-driven innovation, the research for this paper focused on
employee’s invention law, protecting the non-profiting inventor in a very similar way (Bales 2013), and took the
regulation of the issue as developed by German law (Schwab 2014) as model regulation for user driven innovation.
User communities in innovation have been mainly investigated with a focus on new product development.
Prandelli et al. (2008) analyzed and developed a classification system for new product development (NPD) of user
communities, which also considered the start of the life-cycle supply chain, i.e. the development of new products.
In order to cover the full life-cycle oriented supply chain by user driven innovations it is necessary to look for
different portals of user communities. After product development the next stage in product life-cycle is related to
production or operation. The dominating questions in recent manufacturing are related to how to tackle mass
customization and how to construct and integrate performant supply chains (Simchi-Levi et al. 2010; Heizer and
Render 2013). In both cases the postponement concept describes the crucial question, i.e. where exists the freezing
or postponement point between the push and the pull part in the supply chain (Boone et al. 2007). The benefits of
the involvement of user innovation communities for companies can be estimated from the life-cycle supply chain
model of Cooper and Kaplan (1999) in a more detailed way from Specht et al. (2002). Both authors estimate the
committed costs for product and process development and design phase up to 80%. But Specht et al. (2002) not
only restrict their view on costing and product development; they consider all success dimensions in different lifecycle phases for the product like quality and product differentiation. These figures have to be balanced with the
tentative IPR costs for user innovation involvement.
3. Method
The research process described in the paper has pursued a manifold research path, whereby diverse research
methods have been combined with the respective research approach and research tool. Five techniques were
employed in exploring the objectives of the present paper:
 Research types: analytical, qualitative, historical, empirical, practice-based
 Research approach: qualitative
 Research methods: descriptive and qualitative – case studies, semi-structured interviews, expert
assessments and observations
 Research scope: different research activities in 2013 and 2014.
The reasoning behind the selection of the following techniques in the research process is elaborated in the
following.
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Regarding the research types, the paper has chosen analytical, qualitative, empirical and practice-based way, since
during the research process the facts and empirical evidence gathered were appropriately analyzed and subject to
a critical assessment. The core of the research process is the qualitative research approach. Important insight views
were given in qualitative expert interviews and the analysis of case studies (Prause and Thurner 2014).
4. IPR protection schemes in open and user-driven innovation
From an IPR point of view, user-driven innovation can be differentiated on base of the nature of the innovation
target:
Either innovators contribute privately and voluntarily to a public good, i.e. to a good or product which is freely
available on the market. This model, known as “private-collective innovation” (von Hippel and Krogh 2003), is
applied for instance often in the IT branch to develop and maintain open source software; well-known examples
are Linux or Firefox. The model contrasts with the (traditional) private-investment model, where innovation is
generated exclusively by the company itself, which – in return – has to amortize its prior investments via granting
licenses to users. It therefore is bound to protect the achieved innovations, e.g. via licensable IP rights. In privatecollective innovation, the privately generated innovation is not regarded as an “investment”, but rather as a
voluntary contribution to a common good, making the innovator waive any copyright and further IP rights as soon
as the innovation has been shared with others (Lerner and Tirole 2002a; b).
But not only the individual innovator refrains from his rights, also firms waive their IPRs extensively, realizing
that making their technical state-of-the-art freely available to the public generates a much higher return in terms
of innovation than the private-investment model (Henkel et al. 2013). Although innovators “invest” considerably
time, energy, knowledge and other resources without any expectancy of financial gratification, the privatecollective innovation model proved to be very successful in practice (Gächter et al. 2010) and gave grounds to
extensive research recently, especially concerning the contributor’s intrinsic motivation for their free commitment
(see e.g. Alexy and Reitzig 2013).
From a legal point of view, there is little demand for a balance of interest to be achieved by instruments of
intellectual property law, as the free use of otherwise protected rights form the essence of the “Open Source
Scene’s Spirit”: All parties involved in open source innovation are aware that they – expressly or impliedly –
waive their respective IP rights, driven by the awareness that they jointly improve a “common good”. But not all
open or user-induced innovations contribute to public goods. The innovation beneficiary more and more often
happens to be a private and profit-oriented company, making the private user providing innovation not any more
to a public good, but to private assets of that company – e.g. sport sailors disclosing improvements they made to
sailing equipment on the sailing equipment’s company’s homepage. The value generated by this innovation is not
any more freely available on the market, but has to be purchased by each sailor (or other kind of customer)
individually.
Form a legal point of view, the exchange of interest in this situation not as balanced as in the Open Source Scene,
and correction measures imposed by law may be required. As these contributions are of immaterial character, these
correction measures – in other words forms of legal protection – must be sought among the existing intellectual
property protection schemes. A central instrument aiming at the protection of technical improvement is the patent,
either in form of national or international/European patents. A patent is basically the right to exclude competitors
from the usage of an invention and is effected only upon registration, which will be granted upon application by
national or international/European patent offices if evidence has been provided for following criteria: There must
be a patentable subject matter (no patents will generally be granted e.g. on alterations of the human body), the
invention must be novel – i.e. non-existent so far world-wide –, the invention must be non-obvious (in U.S. law)
or must involve an inventive step (in European law), and the invention must be useful for a concrete purpose.
A granted patent is a strong and effective right, granting the patent-holder a broad range of rights ranging from
monetary compensation for past infringements to injunctions against future infringements – although its role in
innovation has recently been a controversial issue, as it is sometimes claimed that innovation virtually cannot be
harmed more than by the exclusion of others from knowledge (Hall 2014: 26).
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In fact, every user-generated innovation communicated via virtual communities could generally be patented by
the user, if the innovation fulfils the above-mentioned criteria. Returning to the sport sailor’s example, the sailor’s
suggestion to improve e.g. the rope winch for a sailing boat is generally a patentable subject matter, which is –
eventually – novel, non-obvious/involving an inventive step and it is quite probably useful as well. In other words,
the sport sailor could hand in the same description of this rope winch improvement which he put online at the
virtual community (or sailing equipment company’s homepage) at his regional – or, if he is seeking for
international exclusion rights, at an international – patent office, as far as he extended/supplemented it respectively
(the description must meet the formal criteria of the patent office) and is ready to pay the respective fees.
Still, the mere ability to patent an invention does not grant yet a comprehensively protected right: The invention
itself – even if communicated to the public – is not yet property-like protected and also does not deserve yet
protection, as there is no form of intellectual property in mere ideas (Tönnies 2013). The inventor will have the
exclusive right to use his invention (or to, practically just as important, grant a license to third parties for that
patent) once the patent has been granted successfully. There is a certain debate about the protection of patent
applicants between the time of submission of the application to the patent office and the final grant of the patent –
which may take years –, as in this case the applicant has already demonstrated to the public that he requests a
comprehensive exclusion right in (hopefully) near future; so far, most legal systems nevertheless would grant a
mere compensation to be paid by the infringer to the applicant instead of the full range of patent defense rights
mentioned above (see e.g. for German law Pahlow 2008).
5. Findings: Low IPR protection level
Returning to the typical situation in which user communicate their inventions online, on first sight the protection
of users by these classical IPR protection mechanisms seems far-fetched, as in case of the average user, even this
basic step of an application has not been reached yet (and is also not endeavored by him). Before application, there
is generally no active right on base of which the inventor may prevent the usage of his patent by others: The sport
sailor may, e.g., not seek a court injunction against the sailing equipment company which produced an improved
rope winch modelled after the sailor’s descriptions on a virtual community or the company’s website. Patent law
in so far does not directly protect the user’s invention from the “exploitation” of the invention by private
companies.
If the rope winch did not involve an essential inventive step, but merely a minor improvement, many States provide
protection for these improvements in forms of the protection as a utility model, which can be seen as a “small
patent”. The procedure to protection a technical improvement in form of a utility model is generally comparable
to the patent procedure, but requires less costs, fees and conditions – while respectively the scope of protection
will be considerably smaller as well. But also here, protection as a utility model will again be only effected after
successful grant of the registration as a utility model, and as users generally will not have applied for this kind of
protection either, their legal position remains generally defenseless in this context.
In conclusion, a user communicating an invention online does not have the right to prevent other persons to make
use of his improvement. But the situation changes if the private company seeks protection of its legal position
from the usage of that improvement against other third persons: The sailing equipment company may eventually
intend to hand in itself a patent for that rope winch development by that sport sailor, based on the descriptions put
on the internet by the sport sailor.

6. Implications: A new approach for protecting innovating users
When the sailing equipment company will hand in a respective application for a patent or a utility model at the
competent office, the office will check – among other conditions – the novelty of the invention/improvement. If
the company did not even disclose itself the origin of the invention, a thorough research by the office may reveal
the sport sailor as inventor, who, in this case, also made his invention publically available – depriving it from its
novelty. Although details are controversial in national patent law systems (they essentially differ whether they
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provide a grace period for filing an invention – e.g. U.S. law – or follow a “file first, publish later doctrine – e.g.
Germany; Klett 2008: 4), the lack of novelty will considerably weaken the company’s legal position: Depending
on the respective legal regime (national or international law, depending on the function of the patent/utility model
office), the sport sailor could file a notice of opposition within a special opposition period (e.g. nine months for a
European patent, three months for a German patent; for background see Klett 2008: 12).
But also if no notice of opposition was filed/the office did not find the actual source of the invention and the patent
was successfully granted to the company, the company remains endangered that the user will later hand in an
action for nullification of the patent, as the conditions for its grant had not been met: If the patent holder was not
entitled to hold the patent, the patent will be revoked – e.g. European patents acc. to art. 139 European Patent
Convention (for European patents), national patents according to respective national patent acts (for e.g. German
law acc. to act. 81 Patent act).
In other words: If a company endeavors a sustainable exploitation of a patent or a utility design – and the more
useful the invention is, the more probable this endeavor will be –, it has in some way to cooperate with the author
of the innovation. Otherwise, it will run the constant risk of a later revocation of the patent – or, although less
likely, the application for a respective patent by the inventor itself, which then would exclude the company also
from the further usage of the invention in its products. Although therefore a clear demand for the regulation of
these forms of cooperation exists, the legal protection of user’s interest in the context of user-driven innovation
has not yet been settled. Still, there is a similar constellation of interests which already has been regulated in detail
by law: Just as in user-driven innovation, an employee not holding any personal shares in the profit of a company
generates innovation through suggesting improvements he or she invented through the daily use of products or
application of production procedures, which lead to the improvement of these products and procedures and
increase the profit of the producing company. These employee’s inventions constitute e.g. in Germany about 80
% of all inventions (Schwab 2014) and have therefore ben subject to various acts and statutes.
In fact, employee’s inventions may either be owned by employees even if they were created during work, providing
to the employer the chance to acquire the invention either by express assignment, by implication if the employee’s
task included to (eventually) create inventions, or through the “shop-right”-model, if the invention was created
during work-time and under use of working equipment provided the employer (Bales 2013), basically having the
effect that the inventing employee originally owns the invention, but has to grant the employer the right to acquire
the invention, i.e. to apply for a patent in the employer’s own name, but based on the employee’s invention. In
those countries which apply the shop-right-doctrine – among them Germany, expressed in in its
Arbeitnehmererfindungsgesetz (ArbNErfG, act on employees’ inventions) – this right includes the employee’s
duty to give notice to the employer about any eventual invention made (see e.g. sec. 5 ArbNErfG) and “offer” it
to his employer, after which – after a respective reform of the German employees’ invention law – the acceptance
of the employer is assumed he does not refuse to make use of the invention on behalf of the company within four
months (e.g. sec. 6, 7 ArbNErfG). Does he decide to make use of the invention, the employee is in return entitled
to a respective monetary gratification (art. 9-12 ArbNErfG), whose calculation – due to the broad variety of
inventions and their eventual economic significance – is a true challenge in practice; the expected profit arising
from the invention, the tasks and the position of the employee in the company as well as the company’s proper
contribution to the invention have to be taken into account (Schwab 2014).
This regulation provides at least a general approach of how interests of inventor and a non-identical patent holder
(here the employer) in the situation of “employee-driven innovation” can be balanced. It may be argued that this
model cannot be applied directly on the situation of user-driven innovation, as there is an essential difference:
While the inventing employee and his employer are bound by a joint employment contract, there is no contractual
relationship between the user providing innovative improvements in a virtual community and the innovationexploiting company. The central element of the employees’-invention-regulation is the company’s right to “shop”
the (until then foreign) invention, which is directly based on the underlying work- or service contract with the
employee. Also the duty to disclose any invention to the company derives directly from the contract employeeemployer and cannot be imposed on any classical user in user-driven-innovation situations.
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But there is another element in employee’s invention law which does not arise from contractual relationships, but
serves exclusively that balance of interest also envisaged in user driven innovation: The gratification paid to the
employee distributes a respective share of the profit made by the company expected on base of the new patent,
and as diverge national regulations of these gratifications may be in practice: The duty to pay a respective
gratification – including its calculation methods – can be respectively applied to the favor of users in user-driven
innovation as well, rendering the company’s approach sustainable. As the user does often not know which
company may exploit his invention in future – and as there would not be any duty to inform anybody about eventual
inventions for users anyway – the information duties would be reversed, i.e. the interested company would be
obliged to disclose its intention to patent the invention to its respective author (as far as possible). If the author
does not react within a period of time still to be determined, his consent would be assumed – leaving untouched
his claim for gratification, if he only finds out about the patent later.
Conclusions
The way technical innovation is generated in companies has essentially changed in recent years, and the trend has
just started: No internal research department of any company has the resources to compete with the “wisdom of
the crowd” provided by millions of private product users every day – in real time, based in real experiences, and
– so far – at no costs. User provide these services to company as the “Open Source Spirit” – which is based on an
informal understanding of mutual benefit of all actors involved, leaving any claims for monetary compensation
aside – is still alive in the internet community, and as many users do not realize that their improvements disclosed
on the web have indeed an – eventually considerably high – market value at all.
The estimation of the benefits of user innovation communities for companies is manifold comprising sustainability
aspects due to stronger user orientation in product development as well as significant cost aspects as Cooper and
Kaplan and Specht at al. pointed out due to their analysis of all success dimensions and all phases of the life-cycle
supply chain of a product. Consequently the large potentials in the usage of innovations from user communities
have to be kept in mind when it comes to the evaluation of related tentative IPR payments to users.
While the exploitation of this knowledge is at present basically free for private companies and therefore is
becoming more and more essential in the firms’ scheme (partly even replacing classical R&D-departments), the
Open Source Spirit will sooner or later fade, as users will realize that there is not much of a mutual benefit left if
their inventive contributions do not serve a public good, but the profit of private companies.
This does not mean that the trend to even more user-driven innovation should be stopped or even reverted – on the
opposite, the abundant resource of user’s experiences should even be explored further, and the communication
between users and private companies should further be intensified. But there should be a legal framework for these
considerable transfers of value, providing sustainability and a minimum of balance of interests of both users and
companies. This framework is so far lacking in virtually most legal systems, as the dogmatically closest legal
mechanism – employee’s invention law – cannot be directly applied on user driven innovation due to the lack of
any legal relationship between the innovating user and the exploiting company. Still, there is one element in
employee’s invention law, which is not based on a contract between both parties – the duty to pay a respective
gratification to the inventor. This duty should be imposed respectively on companies exploiting user-driven
innovation – at least as far they want exclusively exploit the innovation on base of a patent or a utility model.
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1. Introduction
Small and medium size enterprises (SMEs) play an important role throughout all the European Union and
contribute to economies by revenue generation and employment. Limitations of domestic markets and constant
competition among firms encourage entrepreneurs seek opportunities abroad. Internationalization of firms is seen
as a significant measure of competitive performance (Sousa et al. 2008) and contributes to economies of scale and
scope, manufacturing efficiencies, access to foreign technological, marketing and management know-how
(Korsakienė, Baranauskienė 2011; Korsakienė, Tvaronavičienė 2012; Korsakienė 2013; Korsakienė et al. 2014).
Majority of governments have undertaken considerable efforts aiming to establish and develop favourable
institutional infrastructure (Ketkar, Acs 2012). Institutional context significantly impacts international behaviour
of firms by facilitating or restricting internationalization processes. Hence, regulatory, normative and cultural1
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cognitive dimensions of institutions have attracted significant attention of researchers from various fields such as:
sociology, economics, and political sciences. The authors of the paper aim to address the following questions: 1)
how institutional theory perspective contributes to the explanation of firms’ internationalization and 2) how
institutional context impacts entry direction and speed of internationalization. Not going deep in prevailing
discussions, the authors of the paper adopt the view that internationalization is the expansion of firm’s operations
to foreign markets.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In section 1 the origins of institutional theory are investigated.
In section 2 theoretical considerations of institutional theory in the context of multinational companies are
discussed. In section 3 the role of institutional theory in the studies of SMEs is disclosed. The section 4 discusses
the influence of institutional context on the directions of internationalization. The section 5 reveals how
institutional context influence speed of internationalization. The final part concludes. The research is based on
analysis and synthesis of scientific literature.
2. The origins of institutional theory
Institutional theory of organisations focuses on the central question why all organisations in the field tend to look
and act the same (Miles 2012). Notably, institutional theory stems from sociology, economics and political
sciences. The proponents of sociological perspective have investigated legitimacy role of institutions. They assert
that organisations are impacted by different normative pressures, arising from external sources and within
organisation. For instance, Zucker (1987) state that institutionalization of organisations reflected in theory shares
two elements: 1) a rule-like, social fact quality of an organized pattern of action (exterior) and 2) an embedding in
formal structures, such as formal aspects of organisations that are not tied to particular actors or situations (nonpersonal/objective). The normative pressures lead the organisations to be guided by legitimated elements and
adoption of these elements increases the probability of survivor. Hence, Zucker (1987) has focused on three
sources of institutionalization namely, the wider institutional environment, other organisations and internal
organisational structure. Taking into consideration the view adopted by sociologists the conclusion can be drawn
that institutional features of external environment of organisations influence both goals and means of actors.
Hence, the role of institutional actors has attracted attention of researchers, namely: the state and professional
bodies (Scott 1987). Later on the investigations have been extended focusing on regulatory, normative and
cultural-cognitive dimensions of institutions (Scott 2008).
Meanwhile, the attitudes towards institutional theory from economics share the idea that institutions are the rules
of the game in a society (North 1990). Notably, the proponents of economics perspective distinguished two groups
of institutions: formal constraints (e.g. laws, rules, constitutions) and informal constraints (e.g. norms of behaviour,
conventions, and self-imposed codes of conduct). The set of macro-level institutions influence transaction costs.
Moreover, some scholars point out that the interaction of institutions and organisations shapes “the institutional
evolution of an economy” (North 1994). The contributions of institutions to uncertainty diminishment in the
society by a stable structure for human interaction and the role of institutions in economic performance have been
investigated by different scholars. These investigations conclude that, governance structures are seen as the most
critical driving force.
The scholars, representing political science, aimed to answer the question: how do institutions affect the behaviour
of individuals? The investigations adopted the views similar to sociological and economics perspectives. However,
the main concern of researchers is related to actions of individuals affecting political outcomes (Hall, Taylor 1996).
Notably, the different streams of researches have been emerging. On the other hand, all studies aimed to answer
seminal questions: how do actors behave, what do institutions do and why do institutions persist over time?
Institutional theory has been applied by different researchers working in business management field what has led
to a wider adoption of sociological and economics perspectives. According to Peng and Heath (1996), sociological
and economics perspectives toward institutional theory share similar beliefs and complement each other. The
scholars agree that institutional pressures can be divided into two broad groups of institutions, namely stemming
from the macro-social environment and inter-organisational relationships. Hence, institutional researchers
investigated external institutions such as rules, regulatory structures and agencies. Later on the field has been
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extended to include other firms in the same industry or units within the same firm (Hessels, Terjesen 2010).
Summarized different views of institutional theory are presented in Table 1.
Table 1. The comparison of different branches of institutional theory
Characteristics
Assumptions

Economic/political branch
People make decisions based on the
convenience and standardization of rules
and agreements

Drivers of human behaviours

Rules and procedures, formal control

Relationship between institutions and
organisations

External institutions create structures for
organisations

Sociology/organisation theory branch
People make decisions based on
heuristics
because
of
cognitive
limitations and take action based on
conventions and preconscious behaviour
Social norms, shared cultures, cognitive
scripts, and schemas
Organisations adjust and conform to
values and limits prescribed by a
society’s institutions

Source: Bruton et al. (2010)

Scientific investigations in business management field suggested different definitions of institutions. Not going
deep into elaborated discussion, the authors of the paper adopt the approach proposed by Lawrence et al. (2002)
stating that institutions are widely diffused practices, technologies or rules that have become entrenched in the
same that it is costly to choose other practices, technologies or rules.
3. Institutional theory and MNCs
The assumptions of institutional theory have been extended by scholars focused on multinational corporations
(MNCs) and aiming to investigate a wide array of issues and theorize at multiple levels of analysis. The nature of
MNCs leads to diverse external environment and complex internal environment. For instance, externally MNCs
are exposed to different institutional, cultural and economic environments. The fact that MNCs are facing issues
related with establishment and maintenance of legitimacy in multiple host environments was acknowledged by
scholars (Kostova, Zaheer 1999). Meanwhile, internally MNCs are comprised of different units operating in
different external environments. The investigations carried out by Roth and Kostova (2003) confirm heterogeneity
and complexity of the MNCs context being applied for both empirical and conceptual purposes. Hence, numerous
streams of researches aiming to disclose different issues of MNCs have been emerging.
To date, studies of MNCs applying institutional theory can be grouped into the following groups: 1) studies focused
on institutional profile/institutional distance, 2) studies focused on institutional change/transition economies, 3)
studies focused on national institutional systems, 4) studies focused on institutional constrains of MNCs, 5) studies
focused on diffusion, adoption and institutionalization of organisational practices across units within MNCs and
across national boundaries and 6) studies focused on MNCs and host country institutional environment (Kostova
et al. 2008). The scholars have been led by idea that the survival of organisation depends on the alignment with
institutional environment and ability to comply with institutional pressures. The concepts of organisational field,
legitimacy, isomorphism and mechanisms of institutional pressures have been the most cited in international
management literature. However, some critics appear in scientific literature regarding too narrow view of
institutional theory adopted by different researchers (Kostova et al. 2008). Hence, a blended institutional
perspective comprising concepts of social embeddedness of organisations, the ideas of agency, social construction,
power and politics have been proposed.
4. The role of institutional theory in the studies of SMEs
The activities of entrepreneurs are constrained and fostered by institutions (Bruton et al. 2010). For instance,
entrepreneurial opportunities are limited by institutional environment impacting the size and rate of new firms.
Meanwhile, availability of capital and favourable market incentives foster entrepreneurial activities. Hence,
institutional theory has gained popularity among scholars concerned with entrepreneurship issues. Bruton et al.
(2010) observed that application of institutional theory in entrepreneurship field has been growing since 1999. The
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scholars acknowledge that the main contribution of neo-institutional field of research has been in the focus on the
spread of various organisational practices, models and governance mechanisms. Hence, the application of
institutional theory has led to three major streams of investigations: institutional setting, legitimacy and
institutional entrepreneurship.
Notably, inadequate institutional environment is common for developing countries, while developed countries
have more established institutional framework. The research questions have been raised how and why levels of
entrepreneurship vary by country. Hence, majority of studies aimed to explain how an emerging economy
entrepreneurship phenomenon differs from a mature economy (Bruton et al. 2008) and let the scholars to define
factors hindering establishment and development of new ventures. Building on the concepts developed by
institutional theory, the scholars discussed regulatory, normative and cognitive dimensions in emerging economies
of China (Peng 2003), Eastern Europe (Manolova et al. 2008) and Russia (Aidis et al. 2008).
Macro-level institutional constraints widely investigated were: barriers to entry to market, export and import
barriers, trade and investment policies. With respect to regulatory dimension of developing countries, referring to
formal lows and regulations, the absence of effective market based institutions able to protect property rights, fair
competition and financial discipline was observed (Manolova et al. 2008). The analysis of various studies led to
the fact that ineffective formal regulatory institutions encourage entrepreneurs rely more on informal norms and
seek to design alternative governance structures. Hence, normative dimension of institutions, comprising
professional societies that determine roles and expectations for certain groups, play an important role, especially
in developing countries. Finally, cultural-cognitive dimension of institutions, referring to accepted beliefs and
values shared among individuals through social interaction, which guide behaviour, has to be taken into
consideration. While scientific investigations focused on different countries identified norms facilitating and
promoting entrepreneurship, some scholars observed negative societal attitudes underpinned by a distinct
institutional legacy, hindering entrepreneurial rates and initiatives (Manolova et al. 2008).
Weak regulatory institutions lead to the higher corruption level of developing countries what might discourage to
start business. Moreover, some scholars claim that formal institutions interact with informal institutions by
complementing or substituting each other (North 1990). Complementarity is observed when informal institutions
strengthen incentives to comply with formal rules. Meanwhile, substitution appears when informal institutions
structure incentives of individuals, incompatible with formal laws. These assumptions led to the conclusions that
both formal and informal institutions impact decisions of business people (Tonoyan et al. 2010). Hence, the need
to develop more favourable social environment of developing countries is emphasized.
Recent works identified that the gap between what some large groups of society believe to be legal and what
consider being legitimate exists (Webb et al. 2009). The term “legal” refers to the rules defined by laws and
regulations, while “legitimacy” refers to the rules specified by norms, values and beliefs. Hence, informal
economies falling within informal institutional boundaries but outside formal institutional boundaries have been
distinguished. These economies create opportunities for entrepreneurs that are illegal but legitimate for some
groups of society and let to take advantage. Notably, informal economies might be identified in both developed
and developing economies.
Bruton et al. (2010) assert that institutional environment determines the process of gaining cognitive and moral
legitimacy thus increasing survivor of SMEs. Notably, legitimation of activities is seen as the important factor
aiming to secure resources and gaining support from key stakeholders. Hence, some firms are concerned with
strategies letting to gain approval of certain activities from both political and general public perspective. Some
scholars note, that obtaining of legitimacy for a new firm or business model in developing economies is especially
complicated (Ahlstrom et al. 2008). Therefore, some activities of firms, such as image building, networking and
developing close connections with government, appear to be the most crucial. Referring to the works of
institutional theorists, the scholars outline organisational procedures, structures and personnel used in legitimation
processes.
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Finally, different actors aiming to encourage particular institutional arrangement have been emerging. Hence,
institutional entrepreneurship has been developing as a new phenomenon in scientific literature. The main concerns
of scholars have become why and under what circumstances firms are prompted to change institutionalized
contexts (Greenwood, Suddaby 2006) and what challenges institutional entrepreneurs are facing (Battilana et al.
2009).
5. Institutions and SMEs internationalization: entry direction
Internationalization of firms is seen as an important measure of competitive performance at national as well as at
regional level (Sousa et al. 2008). The scholars adopted the idea that internationalization of new ventures is seen
as rather complex phenomena and requires integration of several perspectives. In comparison to MNCs, new firms
lack resources and are faced with low level of legitimacy. While large companies are better equipped to deal with
internationalization issues, small firms benefit more with advancing institutional mechanisms (Ketkar, Acs 2012).
Hence, the insights adopted from studies focused on MNCs do not let us explain why SMEs internationalize. On
the other hand, some scholars assert that majority of studies focused on SMEs internationalization ignore the role
of external environment (e.g. home market, organisational field) (Hessels, Terjesen 2007). Hence, the
investigations of various factors stemming from institutional context and contributing to internationalization of
SMEs have to be discussed.
One stream of researches was focused on the link between institutional theory, entry mode choice and direction of
SMEs. Hessels and Terjesen (2007) argue that factors relating to the perceptions of the home market environment
are relevant in explaining SME export behaviour and export mode. The assumptions have been developed taking
into consideration resource-dependence and institutional theories. Institutional theory let to suggest that the greater
the pull from the global organisation field, the more likely the firm will export oversees. For instance, the
investigation of Dutch SMEs led to the conclusion that institutional theory perspectives explain the decision to
export, while resource dependency arguments guide the choice between direct and indirect export modes (Hessels,
Terjesen 2007).
Meanwhile, the notion, that existing findings on the influence of institutions on entry mode choice are largely
inconclusive prevails (Schwens et al. 2011). The scholars assert that the institutional context doesn’t influence
entry mode choice independently and institutional environment has to be analysed with other decision-making
criteria investigated in scientific literature. Schwens et al. (2011) adopted interpretation of institutional theory as
follows: socially constructed beliefs and role systems exert strong influence over organisations’ structure and
conduct, including internationalization. The interpretation led to the investigation of informal institutional distance
and formal risk determined by institutional context. Notably, informal institutional distance is defined as the
cultural and ideological differences between firm’s home and host country. Meanwhile, institutional context
determines formal risk, which is defined as the constraints resulting from insufficiently developed market support
institutions in the host country. Putting emphasis on informal institutional distance and formal institutional risk
of host country, Schwens et al. (2011) investigated German SMEs and found that the influence of international
experience, proprietary know-how and strategic importance on SME mode choice is contingent on the institutional
context of the host country.
Building on the strategy literature Yamakawa, Peng and Deeds (2008) have proposed integration of industry-based
view, resource-based view and institution-based view (Figure 1). Industry-based view emphasizes the impact of
industry’s conditions on internationalization decisions. Resource-based view highlights firm-specific resources
and capabilities impacting performance of firms. Finally, institution-based view put emphasis on formal and
informal institutions impacting performance of firms. The idea that industries with high degree of competition and
technology intensiveness influence internationalization of firms has been proposed. Considering resource-based
view, the firms focus on learning, aim to establish alliances and leverage social capital and entrepreneurial
orientation. Finally, regulative, normative and cognitive forces both at home and abroad impact
internationalization.
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Industry based view



Resource based view
 A learning imperative
 Venture capitalists from developed economies
 Strategic alliances with firms in developed
economies
 Entrepreneurial orientation

Rivalry among firms
Degree of technology intensiveness of an
industry

Internationalization of
firms

Institution based view




Regulative environment both in emerging economies
and in developed economies
Quest for legitimacy at home and abroad
Entrepreneurial traits and internalized value of
international expansion
Fig.1. Three perspectives
Source: Yamakawa et al. 2008

Yamakawa et al. (2008) were concerned with directions of SMEs internationalization. Specifically, the interest
was focused on SMEs based in emerging economies and moving to developed economies. Industry-based view
led to the conclusion that internationalization of SMEs from emerging economies to developed economies is
beneficial due to 1) enhanced learning opportunities, 2) lower level of institutional and country risk and 3) greater
market potential (Yamakawa et al. 2008). On the other hand, new ventures are motivated to internationalize by a
high degree of competition in a domestic industry. The explanation resides in the fact that developed economies
are related to lower competitive, expropriation and corruption risk than emerging economies. Ultimately, firms
aim to replicate each other’s strategic decisions under competitive pressure. Notably, the level of technological
intensity is seen as a key driving force fostering new firms to expand abroad. Firms from high technology industries
are forced to move on bigger markets aiming to justify investments on products or services. Meanwhile, firms
from low technology industries may have little incentive to internationalize via foreign direct investments.
The adoption of resource-based view led to the explanation of the main internationalization benefits, namely: 1)
organizational learning via foreign direct investments, 2) overcoming resource and capabilities deficiencies and 3)
leveraging entrepreneurial orientation (Yamakawa et al. 2008). Firms moving from emerging economies to
developed economies put emphasis on “exploration” of new opportunities rather on “exploitation” of existing
advantage. In addition, resource and capabilities deficiencies might be overcome by venture capital and strategic
alliances. Notably, venture capital firms facilitate investments of SMEs in developed economies. Meanwhile,
strategic alliances let firms to lower risk of internationalization. Scholars argue that internationalization is a certain
act of entrepreneurship (Zahra et al. 2000). Hence, a high level of entrepreneurial orientation defined by autonomy,
innovativeness, risk-taking, aggressiveness and proactiveness motivates international expansion of SMEs.
Regulatory environment of some emerging economies (e.g. China and Vietnam) could be described as
discriminating new ventures (Yamakawa et al. 2008). Hence, “push” factors such as harsh regulation and “pull”
factors such as more friendly institutional environment let us explain SMEs internationalization, aiming to
overcome financial barriers established in home countries. On the other hand, the differences in regulatory regimes
can determine the lack (or extent) of institutional support for international activities (Kiss, Danis 2008). Hence,
we can predict that countries with high level of institutional development provide higher support, while countries
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with low level of institutional development provide lower support. The explanation resides in well-developed
banking systems, strong public equity markets and established venture capital industries, distinguishing developed
and developing countries. Notably, internationalization from emerging economies to developed economies let
firms to establish legitimacy in their home markets. Home country governments, investors and consumers get
appropriate signals, what lead to the fact that internationalized firms receive higher recognition from government
than non-internationalized firms (Yamakawa et al. 2008). Meanwhile, other scholars assert that normative
dimension determines the extent to which entrepreneurs value international activities. Hence, the proposition that
less developed countries lack international experience and thus strong normative values supporting
internationalization has been suggested (Kiss, Danis 2008). Above provided discussion let us compare main
drivers of internationalization as well as the role of institutions. Notably, two groups of firms are distinguished: 1)
expanding from emerging to developed countries and 2) expanding from developed to emerging countries. On the
contrary to the firms from emerging markets, we can predict that SMEs from developed countries are richer in
resources and capabilities and are supported by institutional context at home country (Table 2). Meanwhile, SMEs
from emerging markets are more vulnerable due to weaker institutional support. Thus, relationships between
institutions and SMEs are different what lead to different drivers of internationalization.
Table 2. Main drivers of internationalization of SMEs and role of institutions

Drivers

Relationship
between
institutions and
SMEs

Internationalization from emerging to developed
countries
Learning opportunities, lower level of institutional
and country risk, greater market potential, the aim to
overcome resource and capabilities deficiencies,
leveraging entrepreneurial orientation
SMEs are seeking to compensate weakness of
institutional environment in emerging countries
(e.g. in terms of capital, labor and product markets)
and increase their legitimacy in home country.

Internationalization from developed to emerging
countries
Cheaper production opportunities, possibility to
expand sales for products or services, to realize
additional production capacity, to avoid strict
regulation in home country
SMEs are aiming to exploit support of institutional
environment in developed countries (e.g. welldeveloped banking systems, strong public equity
markets and established venture capital industries),
stronger values supporting internationalization

Source: developed by authors (considering Kiss and Danis 2008;Yamakawa et al. 2008)

Finally, the notion that SMEs internationalization is the outcome of its internal abilities and leader’s cognition of
its external environment has been proposed recently (Cheng, Yu 2008). Yanakawa, Peng and Deeds (2008) assume
that internationalization of new ventures is fostered by the distinctive cognitions of entrepreneurs, aiming to
contribute to the nation’s success and to do right things despite the risk. On the other hand, low development level
of institutions increases the role of a social network and determines the path by which internationalization is
implemented (Kiss, Danis 2008). Meanwhile, Cheng and Yu (2008) argue that the decision to go abroad may have
more to do with sociological factors than economic factors. The explanation of internationalization decisions
resides in institutional pressures. According to proponents of institutional theory organisational behaviours
originate in the context of institutional environments and organisations have to conform to this context. Hence, the
role of institutions in internationalization processes of new ventures has been analysed taking into consideration
regulative, normative and cognitive pillars proposed by Scott (2008). The researchers assert that actions of
entrepreneurs, adopting international strategy, are facilitated and constrained by ongoing process of institutional
relations in both home and host countries (Yeung 2002).
6. Institutions and SMEs internationalization: speed of internationalization
The literature focused on SMEs internationalization investigates when new ventures start international activities.
Speed of internationalization refers to the time from the company’s foundation to its first entry into international
markets (Cieslik, Kaciak 2009). However, some scholars point out that “explanation of conditions under which
the speed of international expansion increases or decreases” is seen as inconsistent (Luo et al. 2005: 705) and
scarce (Mohr, Batsakis 2014). Notably, the speed with which firms expand internationally is seen as important
facet of internationalization. For instance, the Born Globals or International New Ventures (INV) attracted
significant attention of researchers due to fast internationalization process. These firms are defined as
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entrepreneurial and internationalize from the outset. While literature aimed to investigate high-tech firms (Crick
2009; Musteen et al. 2010), the investigations related to traditional firms that may have operated domestically for
long period were limited (Mohr, Batsakis 2014).
On the other hand, the literature focused on the speed of internationalization is vast and lacks common agreements.
Some scholars defined INV as being involved in international markets at or immediately after establishment
(Acedo, Jones 2007). Hence, the discussions related to the speed of internationalization range from instant
internationalization to gradual internationalization considering business development. Notably, majority of studies
refer to speed as “the time it takes to internationalize from inception of firm” (Chetty et al. 2014: 633). Acedo and
Jones (2007: 237) state that in some definitions “speed of internationalization is accompanied by a specified level
of export ratios and a range of measures from 20% of total turnover in 2 years to around 80% within 6 years have
been advanced”. Considering different speed of internationalization, the study distinguished non-exporters,
exporters that took more than 5 years to become international and firms that took less than 5 years to become
international since foundation. Comprehensive study carried out by Chetty et al. 2014 distinguished main reasons
impacting speed, namely: characteristics of entrepreneur and management, network of relationships and ties,
institutions and technology in foreign markets and firm strategy.
Notably, the investigations carried out by Coeurderoy and Murray (2008) led to the conclusion that the timing of
early internationalization depends on corporate resources, organisational experience and sector effect. On the other
hand, regulatory environment determines internationalization dynamics of newly established technology firms.
Meanwhile, Kiss and Danis (2008) examined the relationships between specific ties of entrepreneurs and
internationalization speed and how these relationships depend on institutional context of country. Thus, the
scholars argued that stronger ties were the most important in the context of low institutional development and vice
versa. Hence, the authors of the paper agree with other scholars indicating that speed of internationalization is
endogenous variable impacted by micro- and macro-level (host country) conditions (Luo et al. 2005). Hence, the
conclusion can be drawn that the speed of internationalization is not isolated from firm’s capabilities. Some micro
level factors such as: ability to enter, operate, compete and sustain in international market have to be taken into
consideration (Luo et al. 2005). Hence, the emphasis has to be put on international experience, innovative
capability, marketing capability and location. On the other hand, we argue that institutional context either diminish
or increase speed of internationalization. Hence, macro level factors such as host country’s institutional and
technological infrastructures have to be investigated.
Finally, the differences among the firms as well as industries play a significant role in predicting the speed of
internationalization. The study carried out by Luo et al. (2005) shed some light on the difference between
traditional companies and non-traditional (e.g. e-commerce) companies. While cultural difference influences
internationalization speed, cultural distance doesn’t have significant impact on the speed of internationalization of
non-traditional companies. Hence, the conclusion can be drawn that traditional and non-traditional firms are
following different paths of internationalization. Meanwhile, physical infrastructure (e.g. technology
supportiveness and internet use) as well as regulatory infrastructure (e.g. legal protection and government
transparency) were considered the most significant variables impacting the rate of internationalization.
Table 3. Main variables of internationalization speed and role of institutions

Speed
of
internationalization
Relationship between
institutions
and
SMEs

Traditional SMEs
Internationalize later on in life cycle of the firm and
at the lower speed
All factors of institutional context (e.g. cultural,
legal technological) were considered equally
significant variables impacting the rate of
internationalization.

Non-tradition SMEs
Internationalize after the inception and at the high
speed
Physical
infrastructure
(e.g.
technology
supportiveness and internet use) and regulatory
infrastructure (e.g. legal protection and government
transparency) were considered the most significant
variables impacting the rate of internationalization

Source: developed by authors (considering Luo et al. 2005; Kiss and Danis 2008)
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The above discussion let us conclude that traditional and non-traditional SMEs are impacted by both industry and
institutional contexts (Table 3). However, the most significant variables for non-traditional SMEs are seen physical
infrastructure and regulatory infrastructure of host country. Meanwhile, traditional SMEs are impacted by all
variables stemming from institutional context. Hence, contrary to non-traditional SMEs, traditional SMEs are
influenced by informal institutional distance, defined by the cultural and ideological differences between home
and host countries.
Conclusions
The origins and development of institutional theory are traced in economics, sociology and political sciences.
However, the ever growing popularity of institutional theory among proponents of business management field is
observed as well. The application of institutional theory in business management field has led to the discussions
how formal and informal constrains influence human behaviour and what relationships are observed between
institutions and organisations.
The assumptions of institutional theory have been extended on MNCs defined by diverse external environment
and complex internal environment. The alignment of organization with institutional context and ability to comply
with institutional pressures are seen of the highest significance. These considerations have led to the different
streams of scientific investigations and wide array of issues. Further, institutional theory has gained recognition
among the scholars focusing on entrepreneurship issues and has led to three major streams of investigations:
institutional setting, legitimacy and institutional entrepreneurship.
Institutional context defines limitations for SMEs aiming to expand both nationally and internationally. Increased
globalization and liberalization of markets have led to more intense competition what requires SMEs to match
international competitors. On the other hand, the growth of SMEs is related to internationalization processes due
to the obvious limitations of home markets. Small size of firms and limited resources are seen as considerable
disadvantage of firms which can be overcome by more favorable institutional context. However, the difference is
observed between SMEs from developed and emerging markets.
Emerging markets are characterized by diverse institutional environment in comparison to developed economies.
These differences lead to different institutional support and consequently different drivers and aspirations for
internationalization. Hence, institutional context influence entry mode choice and direction of SMEs. Finally,
institutional context might increase or limit the speed of internationalization. Traditional and non-traditional firms
are following different paths of internationalization. Hence, physical infrastructure and regulatory infrastructure
were considered the most significant variables impacting the rate of internationalization of non-traditional SMEs.
Considering research approach adopted in the paper, additional empirical research is needed to disclose the
influence of institutional context on the internationalization of SMEs. Specifically, the focus has to be concentrated
on emerging countries, experiencing constant institutional transformations. These transformations change
entrepreneurial behavior and contribute to internationalization of SMEs. Of particular benefit, would be expanding
the research to traditional and non-traditional enterprises aiming to disclose different patterns of
internationalization impacted by a set of factors from home and host countries institutional environment. These
investigations will help to uncover weather it is appropriate to make generalizations regarding traditional and nontraditional firms. Traditional SMEs that may have operated domestically for long period before internationalization
have to be investigated more consistently. Considerations have to be given to integration of several perspectives
contributing to the understanding of complex phenomena of internationalization.
The research contributes to the theory by portraying through a review of extant studies how development of
institutional theory perspective contributed to the explanation of firms’ internationalization. In addition, the paper
focuses on directions and speed of SMEs internationalization, which thus represent challenges for managers.
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1. Does media-based learning lead to sustainable results?
Building of sustainable futures in changing environment requires continuous learning. Learners could viewed as
entrepreneurs living through environmental challenges. Development of values and behavioral patterns leading to
sustainable outcomes of learning process depend on variety of factors (Laužikas, Mokšeckienė 2013; Wahl, Prause
2013; Išoraitė 2013; Bileišis 2014; Figurska 2014; Tarabkova 2014; Caurkubule, Rubanovskis 2014;
Raudeliūnienė et al. 2014).
One of those factors is efficiency of learning technologies. Efficiency of IT based technologies, i.e. media based,
comes a question of crucial importance. In an early phase of media-based learning, Clark (1983) implied in a
frequently mentioned article, that the media probably does not have a decisive influence for the learning process.
Within an externally funded project under my direction which investigated the chances and problems of mediabased language training (project “Language Networks” within the model trial-program “Lifelong Learning” of
the Federal-Länder-Commission for Educational Planning and Promotion Research, funding code: A6682SL01),
it soon became clear already during the early stage of literature review, that a final conception about media-based
learning is more complex (including its verifiability) than generally assumed (Giessen 2004). Initially (and very
broadly) the majority of the corresponding studies confirmed a performance imbalance between traditional and
media-based learning. Since the studies involved were of quantitative nature, usually school classes or groups of
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learners were compared. Here, the sociographic composition of the groups, and also the learning content were kept
as identical as possible so that the only altered variable was related to the media-based instruction. In the context
of these experimental studies, media-based instruction proved to be, also in direct comparison with traditional
classroom instruction, on average not worse than the conventional instruction methods – however, but in general
not significantly better.
However, there were observations which indicated that individual pupils can do better with media-based learning
than with traditional instruction, while on the contrary, other learners had greater difficulties, got along not so well
and even produced worse results with media-based learning than with traditional instruction. Accordingly, these
experimental studies might hide a division of the pupils in those who profit from learning with the computer and
other who got along not so well with media-based instruction. Which other variables could play a role in this
context? Wallace and Mutooni pointed out already in 1997 that users of computer-based programs indicate, in
contrast to the participants of classroom-based events, the tendency to adhere to individual learning topics until a
high level of content understanding has been reached. They also had a more flexible approach to learning than
their ‘competitors’, who spread this process throughout the day. Apparently, media-based learning requires more
time than traditional learning. Learners, who were not able, or did not want to bring up sufficient time, did not
benefit from media-based instruction. The opposite was the case.
On the contrary, Pitman, Gosper and Rich analyzed the grades as well as the learning behavior of 348 students in
1999. Here it became clear that the students with the higher grades had requested and used more frequently and
regularly the computer-based additional options than the students with lower grades. Schulman and Sims
confirmed this assumption in 1999 – they also noticed that the better learners preferred to learn using media-based
resources and used this alternative more often, while the less successful learners normally chose traditional forms
of learning.
Different time lengths would thus be a criterion which may be important for the success of media-based instruction.
Apparently sufficient periods of time are required to learn efficiently with a computer – and that is clearly more
time than with traditional learning methods. Anyone who brings up, or is willing to bring up the necessary time
seems to have a greater learning success. This is also confirmed by additional surveys, qualitative studies and
evaluations, for instance by Scott, Durnell Cramton, Gauvin, Steinke and Patterson, who already in 1997
interviewed 123 distant learners for their judgment in connection with a multinational e-learning project. The
respondents stated that larger time lengths and adequate time coordination were of utmost importance. Ward and
Newlands also reached a similar conclusion in 1998. The respondents stated that the main advantage achieved was
their autonomy when determining the time and pace of the own learning process. This also had the effect that the
learners involved dealt longer with the learning contents until they had processed all the information. Therefore,
the main conclusion of Ward and Newlands was that through media-based learning more contents can be acquired,
but also that more time is needed to achieve this. This was also confirmed for instance by Usip and Bee in 1998,
stressing the importance of the ‘time‘ factor. They analyzed the differences in the attributes of the users of online
offers and the attendants of lecture hours. They delivered as their main finding the fact that the user of computerbased options appeared to be on average not worse, but better than their ‘competitors’. One decisive argument was
that in this case also more time was needed to acquire learning contents, but generally in a more concentrated
manner, for instance, when working through tests and performance assessments.
The group of participants who ultimately was successful was the one which had a large amount of time available.
Nevertheless, during our project it was evident that an additional explanatory perspective behind these facts was
needed. Apparently, the objective amount of time available does not play the attributed decisive role. Many pupils
were unwilling to invest a sufficient amount of time because they did not particularly appreciated media-based
learning. Our surveys indicated that this was mainly due to two factors: the learning contents and the learner type.
Of course, there are forms of media-based learning in which, similar to traditional instruction, individual learners
and their specific preferences and difficulties can be taken into consideration, such as with videoconferences (Bufe
and Giessen 2005). Partly, this also applies for the so called “social media”, at least (again) in connection with its
particular type of application. The situation is quite different in the case of media-based learning units, tutorials,
practices, etc., which usually are standardized and where the media plays a dominating role. In many cases,
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acceptance or refusal are here the only alternative courses for the learner. This sort of media is precisely developed
to make learning contents available with a certain effectiveness for many learners (in large numbers). Nevertheless,
the result is that the learners who might be more suited for other forms of learning are forced to subject themselves
to the media-based method.
There are of course also options which are not imposed by schools or school teachers – for instance CDs of
language courses or similar online offers. Nevertheless, a direct empirical comparison between two learning
groups cannot be made in this context. In principle, such options seem to meet a certain demand which can be
interpreted as an indicator for their efficiency. But it could be the case that an early selection of potential learners
takes place – this means that these offers are only taken by those who can handle media-based learning materials
in an effective and targeted manner. Others probably would not want to take such offers in the first place.
Moreover, it became very early apparent that the motivation to use media-based learning options must be seen in
a more differentiated light. The quality of learning or its practical results is only one, and sometimes not even the
most important category for deciding in favor of such an option – other categories which are as relevant or
sometimes even more relevant are for instance, the flexibility of room and space in the learning process and their
achievable added values. The expectations in terms of educational quality and the relation effort-result were in this
case less important (Kariya 2003). The market for educational media is therefore not an argument which
contradicts the assumption that there are different learner types, some of which have difficulties with media-based
learning.
The fact that there are different learner types has been a known fact for a long time. Reference is made to the
historical research of Kurt Lewin from 1942. Likewise, the fact that there are different learner types of computer
users is not a new finding. This insight was made popular already in 1984 by a book of Sherry Turkle. Although
the existence of different learner types, also in the context of media-based learning should not be a surprise, it is
noticeable that this is rarely taken into account. As already mentioned, this is due in particular to the fact that
media-based learning units are usually prepared and structured for groups or classes, or as learning material for
user groups (and not for individual learners), so that also the evaluation is determined at a group level.
When the evaluation leads to average results that are not worse than the ones with traditional instruction methods,
the non-consideration of different learner types is hardly noticeable (at least in the context of the evaluation). It
may then occur that indeed, some learners profit from media-based learning options (but perhaps at the price of an
increased time input), while other learners with greater difficulties ‘get lost’ in the evaluations. The perspective of
the learner has so far played only a subordinate role, since this is an individual category which cannot be easily
depicted on a quantitative level, for instance for the granting of funds for the production of learning contents or
for the feedback from supervisory authorities. For this reason, there have been only recently studies which deal
with the issue of learner types in the context of media-based learning. The insight that the ‚learner’s perspective‘
(Ehlers 2004) or individual, cognitive learning styles are of importance for media-based learning first conducted
to relevant studies at the middle of the last decade. In any case, it is clear that the concept which states that mediabased learning and traditional learning are of equal value, ignores important aspects – which, by the way, are
related to both learning forms: some learners profit from media-based learning significantly more strongly than
from traditional learning (Giessen 2004: 44–47). What therefore are the variables which make media-based
learning (more) successful – and when it is perhaps better to abstain from it? Surely, there are also situational and
individual aspects which have an effect in individual cases; on a supraindividual level, the medium or also the type
of media-based learning materials and the learner type seem to play the major role. Therefore, I will concentrate
hereinafter on these issues or that is to say, variables.
2. Contents, media, learner types
In principle – and detached from media-based learning – it is a commonplace that not all contents can be
transmitted equally well with every media form. The following example illustrates this: Why are usually
newspapers and magazines in most cases the sources of investigative reporting that can even provoke a crisis in
a political system, like the “Washington Post“ and the Watergate affair in the USA? Why this can be achieved by
a daily newspaper, which is read by comparatively few (but certainly influential and opinion forming) people, and
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not the television, which has a bigger audience? A look at the television reports of that time clarifies quickly why
this was the case. The television reporters filmed namely the “Washington Post” and the Watergate building from
outside and of course the White House, and of course, they did not have pictures of the facts around the Watergate
Affair. Investigative journalism concerning individual scandals is in this case barely possible on television, because
everything there has to be illustrated – This is of course not the case in investigative journalism that uses images.
For instance, when a camera team detects mouldy food in a supermarket, it can produce impressive images which
have a strong effect among the public. But in an environment where acts are no longer observable because they
were carried out in the past by persons who often operate secretly, there are no associated images and not even the
chance to film them.
Since it is almost impossible to produce investigative reports without authentic images about the behavior of the
persons involved, generally this is not even attempted in television programs. This abstain from handling such
issues is a consequence of the requirements of this media. Newspapers on the other hand can easily provide such
reports and describe how the information was researched. Such scandals were near always made public by press
reports of the print media. The medium is certainly decisive – as shown in the example – when determining which
contents should be presented, and what public impact they might have. This insight evidently also applies for
learning materials. One example here within a project on the subject ‘Language Learning and Media', were video
clips produced for a multimedia offering where native speakers could be seen and heard (Giessen 2006). The
integration of authentic speech samples seems to be a clear added value of this medium; in particular the
comprehension of language could be facilitated using a synchronous input of mouth movements and phonetical
production. Its integration in a multimedia offering implied that the video material shown by default was not
screen-filling (as in the case of television), but filled more than one fourth of the screen area, which made the
mouth movements easily visible. The learners could also switch over to a full-screen representation, but this
demanded an active intervention. In the standard screen representation, the frame alternative is a part of the
multimedia options which was seen as an additional alternative. For instance, the navigation bar as well as the
additional information is always available (also for the video clips).
An interesting fact herewith was that the test users did not use the video segments in the manner we had expected.
They partly stopped using the application before it was finished. Why did this unexpected behavior occur? We
observed the users and also conducted several interviews with them. One of the results was that this was not due
in principle to the video-based contents. The test users found the video productions in full-screen representation
appealing, interesting and didactically helpful. The unexpected user behavior was rather caused by specific medial
characteristics.
A main problem when viewing video clips in computer-based multimedia products seems to be the short distance
to the computer monitor. The users sit very close to the monitor in order to click exactly the icons or hyperlinks
with the mouse. As a rule, they target specifically only a sector of the monitor, and sometimes only a spot on the
screen. This of course leads to a narrowing of attentiveness. Furthermore, the character resolution of computer
monitors is relatively low which rapidly causes eye fatigue. Also, the body posture is nearly unalterable. Moreover,
a computer monitor cannot be shifted easily when the sitting position is uncomfortable and precisely, when a user
focuses over a long period on a single spot of the monitor, the body posture is particularly tense; and this of course
reinforces fatigue effects. All the interviewed learners felt that focusing over a long period on a spot of the monitor
in order to follow information was ‘arduous’. This can lead to different courses of action around video clips in
computer-based multimedia. The users tend not to look very long at the rather small video frame, but instead allow
their eyes to roam. This is easily feasible because there are additional frames and information next to the video
image, which draw the user’s attention, embedding the image in a visual surrounding which is also at the same
time a rich information environment. Many learners have actually confirmed that they maybe run, but do not view
very long a clip. Often, they have the subjective impression that they can still follow the contents, because they
can hear the acoustic information and therefore do not miss any information. But they are inevitably less
concentrated – and naturally, miss completely the visual additional information. – Apparently, an additional course
of action is required regarding the testing of the possibilities of interactivity, which now can be used with moving
pictures (with time based media).
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Many users view the beginning of a production and then move forward with the slide bar over the course of the
film when they think that it is worth viewing the whole clip. When they have the impression that it is worth viewing
the whole film, they usually look back for the position where they ‘exited’. They do not start again from the
beginning, because viewing again a well-known passage is perceived as boring. But it is relatively difficult to find
the exact position where a film was exited. With the navigation bar it is only possible to head approximately for a
certain position, and hardly anyone keeps in mind the time code data when moving back and forth with the
navigation bar. As a rule, the users cannot find the exact position in the film where they exited, so that they see a
passage twice, or miss a part of it. Often, viewers leave the video sequence because they are not able to reconstruct
the content.
However, it should be recognized (again), that these alternative courses of action only occur with videos which
are embedded in a multimedial environment, where the video image is relatively small and next to the navigation
bar or an additional window, which draws the user’s attention. This naturally does not apply where a computer
monitor with ‘full-screen display‘ is used exclusively as ‘TV-set substitute’, which modifies many of the external
conditions. The sitting posture changes – here the computer are only the channel for a television production, and
will be only used as such. The behavior described does not apply when the learning process takes place in a class
or a training course, and the learners are instructed to view the information simultaneously. This description
already illustrates the inadequacy of such situation. Still, the social pressure that derives from the instructors or
the classmates, who observe each other during this process, is apparently so big that the users tend to view the
video applications until the end without intervening. Multimedia options are on the other hand part of traditional
self-learning media, and in such circumstances, the observed difficulties occur almost without exception when
using authentic video material.
Therefore, the idea of producing ‘authentic language material’ multimedia self-learning media for computers, to
facilitate the learners an easier access to the target language seems to be a misunderstanding. Basically, ‘authentic
language material’ is rather suitable for video cassettes or DVDs – however, other advantages of a computer-based
multimedia product, which are of decisive importance particularly for autonomous learning, cannot be used. A
video cassette or a DVD excludes for instance media changes, so that direct exercises cannot be integrated in the
media. In the context of computer-based multimedia techniques, video clips with authentic language samples are
rather ineffective, although its use may initially seem obvious and appropriate.
The different user behaviors when viewing video clips, depending on whether they are used alone or in a group,
suggest that media-based self-learning demands a particularly high level of self-discipline. In turn, the degree of
self-discipline is mostly determined individually. The example of media-based learning using ‘authentic language
samples on video' clearly shows the close link that exists between medial production and their constraints (and
possibilities) on the one hand, and the individual learner-type on the other hand. The interaction between mediabased learning material and learner types has always appeared in different contexts. In 2005, Bufe and Giessen
(and analogously, for instance Bailey and Iqbal 2007) emphasized that interactive online communication (which
seems to be a clear added value of the media-based language learning, as they can be produced with native
speakers) suffers from the surprising fact that spontaneity is hardly possible in this context. Also, in the case of
synchronous communication scenarios, like for instance video conference, disturbing delays of greater or lesser
duration occur. Principally, there is also a lack of several items of additional communicative information, so that
irony, annoyance or boredom cannot be detected. This can impact communication negatively.
Besides the media effects there are also other individual aspects, starting with the widely differing perceptive
abilities (Montgomery 1999). Visual learners are better off when they are presented with graphical displays; whilst
auditive learner types ought to acquire information rather acoustically (Ferrari and Sternberg 1998). The use of
media-based learning materials will therefore never be the same; certain media may be adequate for some learners,
but rather not for other learners. Therefore, it is difficult to develop general rules for the application of media.
Workman (2004) was able to demonstrate that there are quality differences when working on tasks, and thus, when
learning contents via World Wide Web or with a CD-ROM (Workman 2004).
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In this context, learning on the WWW had a stronger social consciousness and required and induced more
interactions. It should be added that presumably, on WWW the programs divert attention or only are background
alternatives. In any event, media-based learning on the WWW was less structured. However, this media has proved
to be positive for social learners. In contrast, learning via CD-ROM was rather monotonous but significantly more
structured, which was positive for learners who learn introspectively. It could even be demonstrated that learners
who can handle abstract contents better, are more efficient web-based learners. In contrast, learners, who favor
specific information and wish to acquire this step by step, preferred learning with a CD-ROM. This indicated that
already the decision whether the computer-based learning materials should be developed for the web or for a home
computer is of importance, because of the specific advantages and disadvantages for the different learner types.
Empirical findings regarding the importance of media and learner type date back to the nineties (Fussell and
Benimoff 1995), and in the meantime there are many similar observations (see for instance, Tamim et al. 2011),
so that the assumption of Clark (1983) mentioned at the beginning, which claims that a specific media is irrelevant
for the learning process, can no longer be accepted nowadays. Altogether, it can be stated that when developing
media-based learning materials, an ‘only true’ method does not exist. Evidently, many results are individual,
situational and context specific (Bangert 2008), nevertheless, it is possible to make statements about the context
where media-based learning (in a specific media) can be used purposefully and effectively. Many attempts have
been made to explain theoretically the different responses.
3. Theoretical annotations
Meantime, there are different theories regarding in particular the use of media. Already known is for instance the
approaches of Herbert Marshall McLuhan (1962) or the related ‘media richness theory’ of Richard Daft and Robert
Lengel (1984). Depending on how much the learners (or generally speaking: the users) are absorbed by a learning
medium, Daft and Lengel speak about different degrees of “media richness”: Less ‘rich’ media is not intensive
enough to achieve an overall focusing. Examples for this are for instance discussions forums, chats, e-mail, or the
like. Other medial deficits, which may cause that a medial platform looks ‘weak’ is for instance the lack of direct
feedback within the medium used. The result is almost unavoidably attention deficits and uncertainty regarding
the tasks to be completed. Subsequently, using ‚weak‘ media means that the process of learning (self-learning, but
naturally even more in the case of collaborative learning, see also Mason 2004) demand greater cognitive efforts,
which already start determining what is actually intended and to what extent this serves what one wants. This is
perhaps the reason why more self-discipline is required in the context of medial learning than in traditional learning
situations.
Relatively new though is the attempt of linking media theoretical statements with studies on learner types. These
considerations did not play a role for a (too) long time (Flavell 1992; Sternberg and Grigorenko 1997), although
in principle there were many reliable statements about the different cognitive learner types (Grigorenko and
Sternberg 1995). These studies however were usually related to traditional instruction, but it should be noted that
there are marked differences between information processing and learning (Rehder and Hoffmann 2005). Its
connection with media implementation was first mentioned in the nineties (for instance Pillay 1998). Crucial here
is how a learner collects and processes information (Hayes and Allinson 1998) and subsequently addresses the
problems and makes pertinent decisions (Gardner 2009). A decisive theoretical approach in this context is the
‘cognitive load theory’ (Hazeltine et al. 2006). Related ideas came from Robert J. Sternberg (1997) with his quite
complex and not always easy to bring into operation “theory of mental self-government”. This theory assumes that
learners, when under ideal (and free) conditions, organize their learning process in accordance with their cognitive
abilities. This leads to various forms of mental representation or diverse codings.
Different learners need therefore different learning situations and strategies. Some can learn better in the context
of interactive group processes, others need quietness in order to be able to concentrate. We have chosen this
example because it enables (first theoretically) a link to the above mentioned media theories. The group mentioned
first will probably profit clearly from the diverse medial learning forms, for instance from discussion forums. For
introspective learners they are on the contrary an impediment in the learning process. Another example refers a
well known observation concerning the fact that different learners can learn best when observing processes
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(Bandura 1978). Apparently, mirror neurons are activated when they can observe the efforts of other learners. This
increases their self- motivation and ultimately their learning achievements. Here, it can be assumed that media
samples can have a positive effect (for instance, from television programs). On the other hand, other learners must
make own experiences that can be recorded and processed successfully. Thus, mediated communication constitutes
a limitation for them. Nevertheless, it may be that learners who need individual concepts when learning have an
advantage through, and in online-learning environments – at least in comparison with the ‘observing learner type’.
So we have here – at least theoretically – a specific allocation of learner type and diverse scenarios of medial
learning.
Furthermore, different learner types require respectively a varying density and extensive amount of information in
order to be able to profit from instructional and learning efforts. This information is necessary to assess the efforts,
the problems and the effectiveness of the respective learning process within metacognitive processes (Hayes and
Allisnson 1998). Maybe this can be explained with the findings of Baruch and Nicholson (1997), who found out
that learners with a strong tendency to uncertainty avoidance – which also have a very limited willingness to take
risks and to get along without explicit certainty – feel rather uncomfortable with self-learning media. Additionally,
there are parallels to other, above mentioned findings: Since online media increases the level of ambiguity with
regard to both the tasks and the expectations on the respective learner (and the learners on themselves), learners
with a low level of tolerance regarding uncertainty avoidance are here at a disadvantage, while learners with a high
level of tolerance regarding uncertainty avoidance can even generate additional advantages.
Obviously, it is desirable to know, if and how media-based learning materials can be used appropriately and
efficiently. In assessing whether its use is in fact appropriate, the already described finding, that media-based
learning is basically more time-consuming than traditional learning seems at this point particularly relevant.
According to this, it is important both for the instructors and the learners, to use the media-based learning materials
in such a way that the increase in value of the content rises accordingly and the majority of the learners benefit
from it.
A systematic approach must take into account (at least) following aspects:
1. What is the effect of the medium: book, film (on computers, television sets, smart phones?), CD-ROM or DVD,
VoIP (e.g. Skype), learning platforms, apps?
2. Which are the contents: e.g. which language is to be used? Grammar, regional studies or pronunciation practice?
Grammar for native speakers, acquisition of the first foreign language, plurilingual instruction?
3. Who are the learners: visual, auditive or kinesthetic learner types? A child or an adult learner? Monolingual,
bilingual or maybe multilingual learner? Does gender eventually play a role? Or possibly also cultural
characteristics?
However, it is questionable whether a systematic approach which can link together contents, user type and medium
can be developed. However, as stated above, for me this seems be hardly possible since the above mentioned
variables and their interactions give rise to too many differing conditions. Other, constantly new variables, can be
added to this manifold and largely not yet investigated interactions between the described three main variables.
This includes not least technical developments that continuously change the media itself, setting off new
conditions.
One possible reaction is to have always an insight into the effects of the different variables. This is not so ‚new’
(and less difficult to implement) as it sounds, because it is a fact that every form of instruction needs an adaptation
process between instructor and learner. It is therefore important to trust the intuition of the instructors (and the
learners) and not to promote media-based learning where its use may be contraproductive or problematic regarding
the effort-benefit relation, only because using media is still ‚stylish’ and ,fashionable’.
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1. Introduction
The industrial era of energy resources began in the late seventeenth century in England, and led to an
unprecedented scale exploitation of natural resources of the planet. Before the nineteenth century the human being
was available to face the necessities of the time just with muscular strength of animals and of itself, through levers
and wheels which there also called natural resources. The strength was the first energy to be founded, after was
the coal, oil and natural gas. In that time these sources were the revolution of society. The people started to use the
energy resources in small portions that allowed to man use and consume energy in large quantities and this was
the symbol of progress (Peres da Silva et al. 2003)
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2. Short characteristics of energy resources
The energy resources can be classified in two categories; renewable and non-renewable. The renewable energy is
available instantly and almost infinite in the planet. In the other hand, there are some limitations in terms of the
amount of energy that can be extracted. This type of energy has different sources, such as Hydropower, there is
the use of the water; Geothermal Energy, that use the natural heating inside the planet; Wind Energy obtained by
moving air (wind); Solar Energy that is captured by the light that the sun emit and Biomass that is the mass of
leaving or recently dead plants and animals, along with their wastes. The main purpose of theses previous sources
is to produce electricity. Can be referred that these energies resources has negative impacts an on economic and
environmental scale. In a general way consists in big costs for installation of the centrals, some visual, sonorous
and air pollution. In the opposite side is the non-renewable energy there his use has an end, in other words his
demand is higher than his supply. The principal non-renewable resources are Coal there is carbon with organic
and some inorganic compounds; Oil that has a mineral origin and is derived from the processing of organic matter;
Natural Gas there is a hydrocarbon in form of methane and some other gases and Nuclear Energy there is created
from radioactive minerals like uranium and thorium which produce a huge amount of heat. These resources also
can be called as dirty energy, since its use has caused significant damage to the environment and society like
destruction of ecosystems, reduced agricultural productivity, acid rain and others.
3. Energy consumption in developed countries
The reserves of the different sources of energy are not available everywhere in the same quantity on the surface of
the earth. That’s why every country must make the best use of the reserves that have. Energy efficiency (intensity)
is related to its innovative use (e.g. Dudzevičiūtė, Tvaronavičienė 2011; Dudzevičiūtė 2013; Ala-Juusela et al.
2014; Guruz and Scherer 2014; Cuneo et al. 2014; Barberis et al. 2014; Raudeliūnienė et al. 2014) and is one of
factors affecting energy security of each country (Lankauskienė, Tvaronavičienė 2012; Tvaronavičienė 2012;
Mačiulis, Tvaronavičienė 2013; Vosylius et al. 2013; Baublys et al. 2014; Raudeliūnienė et al. 2014; Vasiliūnaitė
2014; Grybaitė 2011). Comparison of energy resources consumption in developed countries will be done by taking
cases of United States of America, France, Japan and Germany; composition of energy used will be juxtaposed in
two different years. All selected countries are economically well developed and have access to different types of
sources to produce electricity.
3.1. France
This European country has the fifth largest economy and is known throughout the world as a country, which relies
on the nuclear power. The consumption of the different energy resources in France is different in 2010 is presented
in Figure 1.

Fig.1. Consumption of France in 2010
Source: Ministry of ecology, sustainable development and energy
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Nuclear energy comprises 40,9% of whole energy consumption; oil, respectively comprises 30,9%, with coal
4,3%, and gas comprising 15,1%. Renewable energy share in total consumption is 8,8%. France is one of the
world's largest nuclear power consumers. It could be pointed out, that nuclear energy as a non-renewable resource
has been the most used resource for electricity production. On the other hand, the low percentage of coal in the
whole energy mix (recall, just 4,3%) could be explained by its comparative inefficiency. The structure of energy
resources used in 2012, according to the SOeS Key Figures, is the same, so the France maintains the presented
pattern of energy consumption.
3.2. United States of America
The United States of America could be called the world’s the first largest economic power. The structure of
different energy resources used in 2011 is the following: oil comprises 36%, coal comprises 20%, natural gas
comprises 25%, and renewable energy, respectively, comprises 9% (Figure 2).

Fig.2. Consumption of USA in 2010
Source: AEI American Enterprise Institute

Attention needs to be drawn to the fact, that nuclear power comprises only 8%. The most consumed resource is
oil (36%). Oppositely, nuclear energy is much less consumed with only 8% of the global energy consumption. In
year 2012, according to the EIA Energy Information Administration, the consumption pattern the same, with
36.48% for oil, 27.34% for natural gas, 18.27% for coal and still 8% for the nuclear energy (Figure 3). The
renewable energy still comprises estimated 9% of total consumption. As it was already mentioned, USA is
maintaining the same structure of different energy sources.

Fig.3. Consumption of USA in 2012
Source: AEI American Enterprise Institute
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3.3. Japan
Japan is one of the three the largest economy powers in the world. According EIA International Energy Statistics
Japan in year 2010 consumption comprised 42% of oil overall energy resources consumption, coal, respectively,
comprised 22%, natural gas - 18%, nuclear - 13%, and renewable energy - 4% (Figure 4).

Fig.4. Consumption of Japan in 2010
Source: EIA International Statistics Agency

The most consumed resource is oil. It needs to be mentioned that Japan does not have oil reserves and therefore
has to rely on import of this strategic resource. One of the less consumed resources in Japan are other renewable
energies like geothermal energy and wind energy (about 1% of total consumption. In 2012, according to the EIA
International Energy Statistics, structure of consumption of the different types of energy resources insufficiently
changed (Figure 5).

Fig.5. Consumption of Japan in 2012
Source: EIA International Energy Statistics

Juxtapose of statistics for year 2010 and 2012 reflects shrinking of nuclear energy use. The reason is a huge disaster
in Fukushima nuclear station that brought negative consequences. So why Japan statistics indicate decrease of the
consumption of nuclear power.
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3.4. Germany
This country is the largest and most powerful national economy in Europe. According to the AEI American
Enterprise Institute, in 2010 Germany consume 36% of oil, 23% of natural gas, 24% of coal, 10% of nuclear
energy, 1% of hydropower and finally 6% of other renewable energies. The most consumed resource in Germany
was oil, that it’s about 36% because is the fifth-largest consumer of oil in the world, they import two-thirds of its
energy consumed. Germany is also the third-largest consumer of natural gas in the world with 23% of consumption
in this year. The reason why the country have a small quantity of hydropower consumed (1%), it’s because they
only adopted the renewable energy recently. In 2012, according to the energy matters euanmearns, the pattern of
energy

Fig.6. Consumption of energy resources Germany, year 2012
Source: Energy matters euanmearns

consumption changed for very slightly (natural gas comprised -22%, coal -25%; nuclear energy -7%, hydropower
- 2%, other renewable energies, respectively, 8% and a share of oil consumption remained the same, as in year
2010 (Figure 6).
4. Price, as crucial factor impacting consumption pattern
Economy of each country is affected by energy efficiency, and, as we assume, price, of energy resources used. Let
us take a look at comparison of energy resources prices in countries, selected for our analysis, i.e. France, Japan,
USA and Germany. Let us glance at prices of energy resources provided in Table 1 (average of years 2011 and
2012 is being provided).
Let us start our comments with oil. The regular fuel SP95 was chosen as a representative, since it is the most
commonly used in all the world. According to the FIA Automobile Club, in 2012 the price (euro per liter) of the
fuel SP95 in France is 1,52; in USA 0,77; in Germany 1,56; and in Japan 1,59. It can be concluded that the higher
price is in Japan. Let us recall, that Japan does not have reserves of fossil fuels and must import substantial amounts
of crude oil. Due to some nuclear problems that Japan suffered in the past, they changed their energy policy and
increased the consumption of oil. As the demand increases, ceteris paribus, the price rises too. This phenomenon
has negative impact on the competitively of Japan since heavy industry uses a lot of oil. USA has the cheapest
price of oil. It is determined by various factors, including tax policy. Way, Any this allows USA to sell their own
gasoline to other countries at higher price. Consumption within countries at internationally competitive prices does
not push prices of finished goods or services up. France and Germany have rater similar prices of fuel, most likely
because of similar governmental approach.
Natural gas price was indicated average price of 2011, provided the World Bank Commodity Price Data. The
price is indicated in million per BTU. In France the price is 9,3; in USA is 3,19; in Germany is 10,4 and in Japan,
respectively, 16,2. Japan has the higher price because they have small reserves of natural gas so country has to
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import big amounts of natural gas for inner needs. Japan is the second biggest importer of natural gas in the world.
High price needs to be compensated by energy efficiency. This is the way Japan follows. USA, on the contrary,
has the cheapest price. Difference between Japan and USA in this respect is considerable. Germany and France
has more similarities to Japan than to USA.
Biomass, nuclear energy, solar energy, hydropower, geothermal energy and wind energy, are resources,
which are used for production of electricity. However each resource has different level of availability and
affordability (costs) in the different countries and this factor partly causes contrast in prices. The measure is
expressed in price for hour in megawatt. The source, which was used is EDF Electricité de France, DLA Piper
and European Comission; average data for year 2011 was taken. The next graphic shows the difference between
prices through the division of the energy resources to produce electricity. In table 1 the lowest price is presented
in red color.
Table 1. Prices of energy resources in selected developed countries

Sources: EDF Electricité de France, DLA Piper and European Commission

It can be concluded that Japan has the higher price of electricity, produced by using biomass, solar energy,
hydropower, geothermal energy and wind energy. During 30 years Japan developed cheap efficient nuclear
factories, but with Fukushima accident in 2011, the country they decided to reduce their production of nuclear
energy. Anyway nuclear power for energy production purposes is still being used. Considering wind energy, Japan
doesn’t have good places to catch the powerful wind to produce this type of energy. France and Germany are the
two largest producers of renewable energy in Europe. France is cheaper than Germany in almost all that resources,
except solar energy. Besides that France is the cheapest in biomass because the country has a lot of agriculture
power and also geothermal energy because it’s possible to find geothermal deposits in many parts of its territory.
Germany is the cheapest in solar energy because industry of photovoltaic panel is very powerful. It is the first
producer of solar energy (76.8% of world production). Finally, USA is the most expensive in nuclear energy
because of political priorities’ reasons (focus on in fossil fuels is being put). Also it can be concluded that USA is
the cheapest in hydropower and wind energy because they are developed in these two resources and use that
electricity for domestic consumption.
Finally, about coal. It is presented in average price of year 2012. The price is indicated in euros per ton: for France
it is 64,3; for USA - 55,8; for Japan – 67,9 and for Germany, respectively, 67,8. The cheapest price belongs to
USA because they have a lot of reserves and use it for production of electricity. It have been increasing through
years and it been used since 1882. While Germany, France and Japan have more or less equal prices of coal.
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Conclusions
Energy resources use patterns, energy consumption peculiarities in different countries depends on variety of
factors, such as, level of development of the country, its size in terms of population, the levels of consumption
and production of private and public sectors and also the fluctuation between supply and demand, economic policy,
and many other factors. Anyway, countries can be divided in two categories, like the ones with low reserves of
fossil energy and the others with high level of reserves. Countries with low reserves of fossil resources need to
import more in order to produce and to be more competitive. On the other hand, import of energy resources
diminish international competitiveness of a country, unless it is extremely energy efficient, as Japan. About the
other category of countries which have high reserves of fossil energy they have more competitiveness because
they export must more than import. I could be concluded that among the four analyzed countries, United States of
America, could be recognized as being in the most favorable position, because it has the lowest prices of all energy
resources. In order to develop sustainable futures, entrepreneurs have to be aware and take into account countries
difference in field of energy prices and energy consumption patterns.
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1. Introduction
Sustainability of entrepreneurial activity depends on creativity and innovations (Laužikas, Mokšeckienė 2013;
Wahl, Prause 2013; Raišienė, Jonušauskas 2013; Tvaronavičienė 2014; Caurkubule, Rubanovskis 2014).
(Blogging has been a steadily increasing practice for most companies over the past few years, regardless of size,
specialty and location. Blogs are part of a company’s owned media. Blog content is owned by your organization
and can be integrated into company website. Unlike other third-party and social media outposts, you don’t need to
worry about whether they’ll disappear or go o firm’s owned media, blogs offer a branded context for your
communications through the use of blog design elements that can be exported with the content. You can extend
your brand without paying for third party media. Blogs integrate your brand into your content marketing. Beyond
the blog’s branded context, blogs create a blog personality with a unique voice. They offer communications
transparency and the opportunity to write in a conversational tone that makes your brand feel “human”. Just be
sure to avoid content that is clearly self-promotional, and ensure your blog personality is integrated with your
brand personality across other social media platforms. Objective of this article – blogs marketing. Main purpose
of article – analyses blogs marketing theoretical aspects. Research methods – literature study and analyses
methods.
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2. Blogs theoretical aspects
As stated Neti (2011) social media, today, is among the ‘best opportunities available’ to a brand for connecting
with prospective consumers. Social media is the medium to socialize. These new media win the trust of consumers
by connecting with them at a deeper level. Social media marketing is the new mantra for several brands since early
last year. As states Rockey (2013) we learned a lot about our constituents' interests and needs through the blog,
and we have been able to highlight behind-the-scenes data, actively engage the community in policy-making and
provide insight into our decisions. Without public input, effective and impactful policy cannot be created. The
logging experience has convinced that using social-media platforms is one effective way for science-funding
agencies to successfully support research. Social media includes a variety of applications that, using technical
terms, allow consumers to post, tag, digg, blog. This content created by social media is a type of newly generated
resource for online information that is created, spread, and used by consumers desiring to educate each other
about products, brands, services, and problems (Xiang and Gretzel 2010). Vinerean et al. (2013) noted that
social media allows customers and prospects to communicate directly to your brand representative or about your
brand with their friends. However, the obvious question is: who are the people interacting online and how engaged
are they in online activities? The Internet and especially social media have changed how consumers and marketers
communicate. Advantages of internet is that it enables businesses to reach a worldwide customer population and
help select, and purchase products and services from businesses around the world (Al Kailani and Kumar 2011).
Since 1998, weblogs (or ‘blogs’) have gained increasing notice in the cyber space communitybecause even people
without programming experience canalso easily update and publish thei rpersonal websites (Blood (2002)). More
and more foreign educators have applied this user-friendly technology to classroom instruction and language
learning (Campbell (2003); however, it seems that relatively few English teachers have ever used blogs in an EFL
writing class here in Taiwan. As stated Wen-shuenn Wu (2008) there are many websites featuring free blog hosting
services. Creating a blogat Blogger will be used as an example here to give clear instruction. After you enter
Blogger website (http://www.blogger.com), it will take you only about ten minutes to create a personal blog.
Blogger offers 3 easy steps to create a blog – (1) create an account, (2) name your blog, and (3) choose a template.I
n the first step, you only have to fill in all the basic information such as user name, password, and email, etc. Then,
you have to give your blog a title and decide its URL address.
Even for technology experts, statistics on blogging may be somewhat surprising. Theblogosphere, which is the
term for the collection of all blogs on the Internet, is made up of more than 60 million individual blogs, and the
number is growing daily (Tanuja Singh et al. (2008). There are approximately 50,000 - 70,000 blogs launched
every day, with 29,100 updates every hour (Martin (2005). Approximately 90% are U.S.-based (Martin (2005),
although blogs are also gaining momentum in the UK, across Europe, and in Asia, particularly in China despite
recent attempts to regulate content.
As state Pal and Kapur (2010) corporate blogs present a more human face to the organization and its business and
provide an opportunity for interaction with stakeholders, employees and consumers. Blogs have been successfully
used in mature markets and present new opportunities and challenges for their adoption and efficient use by
companies operating in emerging markets. Schmidt (2007) stated, that “in order to fully explain aspects of social
life, one has to connect the micro-level of individual action and the macro-level of social structures by explaining
the mechanisms of how the macro-level structures are framing the micro-level actions, and how the micro-level
actions are in turn (re)producing the macro-level structures”. Applied to the of blogs, this approach follows to the
idea of blogging practices, which in the most general sense consist of individual episodes in which a blogger uses
specific software to attain specific communicative goals.
Exist differences in writing style between male and female bloggers (Schler et al. 2006), and Herring and Paolillo
(2006) have shown that these differences can mainly be explained by differing blog genres. Schmidt (2007) stated
that speaking in one’s own personal voice and being open for dialogue rather than engaging in one-waycommunication are core elements readers have come to expect from blog communication, be it in private online
journals, corporate blogs, or political blogs. As Pedersen and Macafee (2007) stated, that “is now possible to make
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money from blogging by selling advertising space on one’s blog, the perception that women’s blogs are less
popular than men’s puts women bloggers at an economic, as well as a social, disadvantage”. There was the
establishment of the BlogHer movement in the U.S. (http://blogher.org/), with the mission to create opportunities
for women bloggers to gain exposure, pursue education, and create community. As Eltantawy (2013) stated that
the final paper, Courtney C. Radsch and Sahar Khamis’s “In their own voice: technologically mediated
empowerment and transformation among young Arab women”, offers up the findings from a qualitative feminist
study of Arab female activists. The paper presented in-depth interviews with over twenty Arab female bloggers,
citizen journalists, and activists to argue that these female activists utilize social media to make their voices heard
and create new forms of leadership and empowerment. Arab women’s cyberactivism has proved to be a valuable
alternative source of news for journalists around the world who are interested in more nuanced insights into the
Arab Spring uprisings.
The blogs can be divided in three large categories, depending on their subject daily (Tanuja Singha et al. 2008):
- personal – where subjects of personal interest are debated (approximately 80% of all blogs are included here);
- occupational –centred upon subjects relating to a profession and to professional training, but without being
written from the stand of an official spokesman of a company (many times the occupational and personal blogs
are mixed when it comes to the chosen subject);
- corporate –blogs officially maintained and supported by the company the blogger is a part of (approximately
12% of bloggers blog in an official capacity for their company).
Blogs assigned to specialized websites or general areas of the site which are posted frequently appear in
publications, arranged in chronological order, which the authors of the so-called bloggers (blogger) express their
thoughts, describe events, sightings, spread their ideas and opinions. Blogs mostly commented on the chosen topic
content such as music, movies, food, politics, or news, and many bloggers act as personal diaries. A typical blog
consists of text, images and links to other blogs, web pages or other blog with topics relevant information. Blog
posts consist of name, the main part link - the full article or blog URL address, date - record the date and time.
Additional parts – comments. A person who regularly makes out a blog called blogger (called blogger). All blogs
consist of the so-called blogosphere (blogosphere). It may consist of various elements. Generally blogosphere is a
relatively new web subculture phenomenon satisfies the social, psychological and informational communication
needs of second generation web component.
As stated Filimon et al. (2010) the blogs can be divided in three large categories, depending on their subject:
personal –where subjects of personal interest are debated (approximately 80% of all blogs are included here);
-occupational –centred upon subjects relating to a profession and to professional training, but without being written
from the stand of an official spokesman of a company (many times the occupational and personal blogs are mixed
when it comes to the chosen subject);
-corporate –blogs officially maintained and supported by the company the logger is a part of (approximately 12%
of bloggers blog in an official capacity for their company).
In 1994 Justin Hall first created a blog. Later, a similar form of magazines began to fill many of the other companies
in the IT sector workers, journalists and writers. The blogs became popular very bad appearance of automated
systems such as LiveJournal, Blogger, Open Diary. The greatest role in the formation of the Lithuanian
blogosphere has Blog.hardcore.lt and Blogas.lt blog hosting service. Most blogs are text, but popular and
PHOTOBLOG and other forms of evil. Blogs are one of the social, civil, popular journalism part.
3. Blog marketing
As noticed Assaad and Gómez (2011) “a blog (a blend of the term “web log”) is a type of website or a part of a
website. Blogs are usually maintained by an individual with regular entries of commentary, descriptions of events,
or other material such as graphics or video.” When you know a blog, you should think about blog marketing.
According Filimon et al. (2010) the relation between blogs and marketing are closely related:
1. the role of blog/blogs in the marketing policy promoted by the company (the blog is seen here as being an
instrument used to promote the products/services of a company/organization);
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2. the role of the marketing in promoting blogs (the blog is seen here as a product that must be promoted through
different marketing tools).
Blog marketing means implementing a marketing strategy to grow and scale the impact of your blog. Your blog
becomes a more effective individual marketing asset within your business. Blog marketing’ meant “using a blog
to market your business.” Your business was the center of your galaxy, and your various marketing assets – email,
social media, landing pages. Among the top business blog goals are to:
 Build the brand by providing content to support your offering. This information should engage prospective
customers.
 Expand reach by offering prospective buyers solutions to their product needs though a variety of content
forms such as checklists and how-to videos.
 Support sales by giving potential buyers useful information. The specifics depend on your products. It can
be a 360-degree video to show clothing details and fit or a list of technology specifications.
 Position senior executive(s) by spotlighting their thought leadership. This can be important for firms that
are strongly associated with their founders. It requires buy-in and commitment from executives to actively
post.
There are three critical steps in blog marketing that will teach you:
1) Get Your Blog, discovered, attract brand new readers and traffic to your blog.
2) Converting visitors into subscribers convert visitors into subscribers who stick around and keep coming back.
3) Leveraging evangelists, tap into the networks of your current subscribers and evangelists to share your content
and attract a brand new audience.
Some companies use blog for tactical task. Companies that use blogs as a marketing tool to specifically drive
traffic to their site, or as a promotional tactic, can be classified as tactical use companies. This category includes
companies such as Budget Rent A Car, Honda, and Guinness. For example, the Budget Rent A Car company blog
enables users to post stories of travels and adventures while also offering them the ability to register for gifts and
other promotional offerings. This type of blog clearly uses the medium in an integrative manner, but also links
customers with specific promotional events. More and more people are building blogs, and that means there are
lots of blogs competing for the same eyeballs and your blog is just one of many. Try finding accurate figures on
how many blogs there are and you will know it’s impossible to find a verifiable number because bloggers and their
blogs come and go. Look around. It’s certainly a disheartened moment when you see blogs with quality articles
that have been abandoned by their creators.
Important thins in blogs marketing are:
1. Target your content to a specific readership. Unless you want to throw all of your marketing budget and precious
time on people who could care less about your blog, then you must pay attention to determine the preferred
audiences to whom you would like to target. Before posting any piece, determine if it hits the sweet spot of your
demographic.
2. Be original, be honest. Don’t follow the herd within your sphere of interest. Followers aren’t innovators and
innovation keeps readers reading. So, don’t simply spin the same old post. Take an original slant on a common
topic. Be honest. Verify your facts and provide links to additional verification. Readers trust you to be a good
reporter, instructor, mentor or inspiration so keep it honest at all times.
3. Don’t be afraid of a little controversy. Controversy sells. You and I know that. If it is a part of your business
model, be prepared to engage others with differing opinions because, guaranteed, lots of readers will disagree, and
you may even encounter a few trolls and haters who frequent blogs for no other purpose than to post inflammatory
garbage.
4. Post as a guest blogger. Don’t post to just any blog within your realm. Submit your best pieces to the prestigious
blogs – the ones that already have a substantial following. For example, Hongkiat.com is considered by industry
insiders to be one of the best blogs for designers, marketers and freelancers. Getting one of your posts published
on a top of the line blog is a great way to drive traffic to your blog where readers can find tons of content – all
your archives – just waiting for a bookmark.
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5. Simplify subscriptions. Don’t hide your RSS button down the page together with your WordPress theme credit
links, make them visible & clear for your reader’s eyeballs.
6. Social Media Marketing. The expansion of social media and the evolution of multi-generational media apps are
only going to pick up steam. Social media sites have taken off, providing bloggers with an arsenal of tools based
on the guerrilla-marketing axiom: Use the resources of others to your advantage. A few years back, Twitter didn’t
exist. Today, not only is it ubiquitous, it spawned a whole new level of web innovation and interactivity. Follow
the rules & open accounts at Facebook, LinkedIn & Twitter. Every time you make a new post to your blog, let
your readers know about it by posting to these popular sites. Update your status with interesting & latest news that
fascinates your readers.
7. Create different profiles for each social media site. On LinkedIn, you want to be all about business. On
Facebook, show a little of your personality – the carbon-based life form behind the blog. On Twitter, shine the
spotlight on your blog. Each profile should be designed to show a different facet of you and your expertise.
8. Don’t oversell. Teach, too. If you post to social media sites all day long, flogging your latest blog post, it won’t
be long before your Facebook friends hit the hide button next to your name. It can’t be all selling and no sizzle.
Instead, post information on a new blog piece, but also post news from other sites that you think will benefit your
readers. Know when to stop pushing for a larger readership and when to start giving away information to drive
more readers to your blog.
9. Long tail keywords get you found. If you maintain a book review blog, a broad keyword like books will keep
you buried in the backwash of Google’s SERPs. Instead, narrow the focus of a search engine search through the
use of terms and phrases, broadly referred to as long tail keywords. So, instead of using “books” as a primary
keyword, use a long-tail keyword like “independent book reviews” or “book reviews of current bestsellers.” Sure,
not as many people will use these long tails when conducting a search but those who do will discover your blog at
the top of page 1. And that’s just where you want to be.
10. Optimize your blog – Both for readers & bots.Cut the clutter of 23 affiliate banners, animated adverts and other
distractions. Remember, your site should be attractive to human sensibilities. Indeed, it’s important to look good
to readers who follow you. It’s just as important to look good to search engine spiders. Conduct keyword research
using tools like Google’s keyword generator that provides keywords used by actual Google users over the past 30
days. Place those keywords in headlines, sub heads and a few of them in your blog posts. If you don’t know much
about SEO, grab yourself a cup of coffee & start reading the comprehensive list of search engine ranking factor
provided by Seomoz. The pace of innovation is only going to increase in this new decade so, if you’re standing
still you’re losing ground to competitor bloggers. Stay current, use all the new tools and follow all the new rules.
Blog marketing also deals with promotion. As noticed According Filimon et al. (2010) the promotion of a blog
can be do ne through methods such as:
 posting comments on other blogs relevant for the topic of your own blog;
 by optimizing the blog’s content in order to have a better position in the results given by search engines
when certain key words are looked for ;
 taking into consideration the major role that search engines grant to the number of links made for a certain
blog/post in assessing the rank of that certain blog.;
 promoting the blog on socialization networks, such as: Facebook, My Space, Twitter;
 promoting it with the help of short videos (exciting, interesting, fun) posted on YouTube, Google Video
or other sites of video hosting;
carefully monitoring and studying the traffic generated by the blog - by using specialized tools, such as
Google Analytics, StatCounter, SiteMeter.
According Onalytica (2006) data on table 1 shows the 20 most influential authorities on the topic “blog marketing”.
The table also shows their popularity.
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Table 1. The most influential authorities on the topic “blog marketing”
Name
NY Times
Hyku
Seth Godin
Micropersuasion
Businessweek
Clickz
Wired News
Next Level Biz Tips
WebPro News
Search Engine Watch
Fast Company
Top Rank Results
Marketing Sherpa
ProBlogger
AllBusiness
Gaping Void
Buzzmachine
Church Of The Customer
Blog
Twist Image
Adrants

Website
www.nytimes.com
www.hyku.com
sethgodin.typepad.com
www.micropersuasion.com
www.businessweek.com
www.clickz.com
www.wired.com
nextlevelpartner.typepad.com
www.webpronews.com
blog.searchenginewatch.com
www.fastcompany.com
www.toprankresults.com
www.marketingsherpa.com
www.problogger.net
www.allbusiness.com
www.gapingvoid.com
www.buzzmachine.com
customerevangelists.typepad.com

Influence
10.45
8.79
8.62
7.22
7.03
7.01
6.66
6.31
5.83
5.76
5.23
5.17
4.72
4.66
4.42
4.08
3.95
3.94

www.twistimage.com
www.adrants.com

3.81
3.81

Popularity
10.45
2.28
8.89
10.21
9.13
7.68
7.32
2.76
6.84
5.52
4.44
4.80
5.04
5.40
1.68
4.20
5.04
3.84
1.20
5.28

Source: Onalytica (2006)

The table shows that New York Times is the most influential authority on “blog marketing”. Interestingly enough
it is also the most popular.
4. Blog Marketing Strategies
Regardless of your product, blogs can be an integral part of a marketing strategy. This doesn't necessarily mean
running out to start one. There are other ways to harness this fast-growing medium's power:
 Gather market intelligence. Monitor public buzz to determine how your brand and close competitors are
faring. Knowing where, why, and how you're being trashed (or praised) in a public forum allows you to
respond appropriately -- and quickly. Any angry customer or disgruntled former employee can launch a
blog at no cost. They may even get higher search rankings than your brand.
 Engage bloggers by commenting on key business topics. Read blogs related to your product or company
to understand the blogger's perspective and audience. Strategically respond to postings to initiate dialogue.
More genuine that a PR pitch, this approach can also help correct misinformation.
 Advertise on blogs to reach influencials, target a niche audience, or extend a media buy's reach. Though
only about 25 percent of Internet users (about 32 million) currently read blogs, they tend to influence
other's thinking. Bloglines readers check an average of 20 blogs daily. Informal BlogAds research shows
blog readers are high consumers of expensive, well-researched content, such as The Economist and The
New Yorker. Blogs vary in size, approach, and ad opportunities. You can advertise directly on a blog that
reaches your target market or through an advertising network such as BlogAds or Pheedo. Banners and
text copy must be contextually relevant. As users visit often, it's important to change ad content frequently
to prevent impression fatigue. One option is create a dialogue with a series of related ads.
 Humanize your company with corporate blogs. One or more employees, the CEO included, may blog.
Corporate blogs require a level of transparency. As a result, they may not work for all types of companies.
Corporate bloggers must have access to, and support from, senior management, PR, and legal.
 Build business or brand by connecting with consumers. Both small businesses and major corporations can
use blogs to build closer relationships with their customers. Best Buy created the entertaining Slothmore
Institute. The only connection to Best Buy is the sponsored ads.
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Blogs help in brand building for the company by employee bloggers & co-branding by consumers/ online audience.
There are many companies where employee bloggers attract attention by posting fresh and interesting information
that in turn improves the image and reputation of the company daily (Tanuja Singha et al. (2008)).
There is some blogs marketing steps:
1) Define your business goals. Get specific about it. Maybe you want to double your income. Maybe you want to
double your email list.
2) Define your existing audience and your ideal audience. Now that you’ve defined what you’re going to do,
define who you’re doing it for. I.e.: Who’s your ideal customer, client, or reader?
3) Determine what’s worked best in the past. Basically, this means doing a content audit. Now – don’t panic.
Content audits are not like tax audits.
4) Determine what content marketing tactics might work that you haven’t tried yet.
5) Determine how much time and resources it will take to create the content you want, given the results you’ve
been getting thus far.
6) Trim your plan down to fit the hours you actually have.
7) Plan out what your progress will look like, day by day, for the next three months.
Conclusions
Blogging was initially used as a unique platform to share a person’s thoughts, feelings, opinions or experiences –
an online journal or diary with a minimal following. Today it has grown into a platform used by millions, everyone
from individuals to businesses. The simplicity of a blog makes it easy for anyone to launch a blog and become a
self-proclaimed “expert.” But how is it important in the business world?
A company blog can:
 Improve Your Website’s SEO (search engine optimization)
 Increase Traffic to Your Website via inbound links
 Enforce Your Brand as an Expert in a Particular Field
One of the most recently recognized benefits of blogging as a business is a blog’s ability to improve your website’s
SEO. As discussed in “Google’s Love for Content,” Google has recently improved their algorithm to heavily focus
on a website’s content and frequency of posts/updates. Therefore if a blog is well-managed, meaning regularly
updated and based on relevant topics to your business, it will increase your website’s SEO. A company blog will
also allow you to increase the number of relevant inbound links that will direct readers to the main parts of your
website. This, along with SEO, will allow you to increase traffic to your website and the length of time that visitors
spend on your site. Another benefit to having a company blog is that it’s content gives your customers or readers
the confidence to trust in you and your brand as an expert in your particular field. Many times this benefit is
overlooked. There are readers at the other end of your blog, whether or not this is your main reason for building
one. Keeping this in mind, you will be able to enforce a stronger brand connection with your readers and hopefully
encourage those readers to return to your site for other relevant information or even purchases.
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